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ABSTRACT

The plan of this study is

twofold. It reviews the leadership of

Minneapolis Mayor Donald Fraser through the initiatives for children
and their families he has proposed and implemented, and it attempts to
determine whether the corporate model of "change master" as

formulated by Rosabeth l(anter is applicable to Fraser as a political
leader seeking to effect institutional change. Can Kanter's corporate

model be applied to entities outside the coqporate structure, paficularly

in politics and goverrrment?
This case study involves an analysis of Kanter's "five forces"departure from traditiory galvanizlng event, strategic decisions, prime
movers and action vehicles--and the ways in which Fraser's efforts do or

do not relate to them. The study condudes that social problems require
intervention, that various irrstitutions need to revise their responses to
critical social issues, and that elected officials can be "change masters" in
much the same way as leaders are in the corporate environment.
The study does not discuss the root causes of social change, the

motives of Fraser's supporters or oppositiory the success or failure of

individual programs or their appropriateness. Information for the study
was obtained from personal interviews with key staff and other

participating individuals, research of goverrunent documents and news
reports, and a personal log of events as they trnfolded.
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CHAPTER

ft INTRODUCTION

Befrroeen tlrc dark nnd the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes f, pfluse in the day's ocmpatiot til
That is knowtt as the chilfuan's hour.
-Henry Wadsworth Longfellow

In this Longfellow idy[, children are cherished, nurtured; their
presence sought by caring adults as a welcome respite from a workday

worries. Throughout a century, this image may have served as a
parenting model, evoking a sense of contentment, security, and
innocence. Although this ideal may not have been corunon to all when

first perured in

1.850,

and may have been the experience of only well-to-

do families, it is rapidly becoming foreign to the experience of more and
more cttildren and their families. The reality for many children today is
that the benevolent dominance of their parents has been replaced by
neglect and

need. Deprived of sectrity and alienated from basic

comforts, children and their families are more detached from and

disoriented in society than ever before.

At the time in their lives when they need protection the most, orrr
country's children are left on a treeless plain without cover. Now, when
assistance from one's own family is not forthcoming, help from others is

t
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ever more needful.
Statistical evidence mounts to describe the condition of IJ.S. children

in negatives: impoverished, unwell, illiterate, insectrre, and unprepared
to face the challenges of adulthood. Despite the wealth of the United
States as a developed country, shocking similarities exist between the

in

the condition of children in some urban North Arnerican neigttborhoods
and Ttrird World countries. (Washington Post, March 4-10, 199L, p. 31)
Yet comparatively few politicians are advocating policy or institutional
changes to offset this insidious social problem.
Passionate and persuasive books and artides have been written

about the problems of families and children, induding Senator Daniel

Moynihan's Family and Nation, and W. Norton Grubb's Broksfi Promises:
Hout Americans Fail their Children Entire issues of national magazines

have also been devoted to a multi-faceted discussion of the issues

involved in family policy, or the lack thereof. Physiciarls, clergy,
sociologists, and economists have spoken in candid and forceful terms
about the dire consequences of the neglect of our youth. Some
corporate leaders have become soloists in the chorus of business by

noting the importance of paying attention to the problems of children
now to offset economic disaster in the future. But despite pleas from
so many diverse areas, the lack of cohesive leadenship in the area of

2
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public and corporate family policy has left these participants without
focus. (fthroeder, 1989, p.

165)

The Public Broadcasting System, often active

in documenting and

dramatizing prevalent social concerns, in 1991 directed its cameras and

writers to a new series entitled "Childhood." In this seven-hotrr
sequence, the physical, emotional, and intellectual development

of

children was explored. "It doesn't so much dispense advicer" according

to an October L4, L99'J, review rn Tirne magazine, "as put it (childhood)

in perspective and serve up choices; Dr. Benjamin Spock even shows up
to suggest that parents look at how 'expert advice' has changed over the
years so that they won't be slaves to

it.

Reassuringly,

if a bit

overbearingly, "Childhood' bears the message: affection, attentiory and
'reslrcrtsive interaction' not environmental details, are what matters."
Speaking in one segment, Urie Bronfenbrenner, professor of human

development and family studies at Cornell University, said, "The most

powerful, the most human and by far the most economical system we
know for making and keeping human beings human" is the family."
(Flaines-Stiles, Montagnon 1991)

The long-held and predominant belief in the family as the basic unit

of society is reinforced through these programs. A dozen families from
the United States, Brazil, the Soviet Union, Cameroory and ]apan

3
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participated in this graphic demonstration of the physiological and
psychological colrunonality of children and families everlnffhere.

This series was viewed 'family' as the traditional

unit

mother,

father, and children. While some might regard this narrclw definition of
a family as a shortcoming, the strengths and merits of a cohesive,

supporting unit for children remained. The series may have
concentrated on the 'ideal' global family situation, which is no longer
the prevailing environment for raising children in America.
Demographics show that the composition of a family is varied and not
restricted to the historical two-parent model. 'The chief source of
economic insecurity in Arnerica used to be growing otd; now it's being

born into or raised in a single-parent family," says David Ellwood,

a

Harvard professor who is an authority on poverty. (Post, p. 31)
Commentators and social activists such as Marian Wright Edelman

of the Children's Deferrse Fund have suggested that the fractued
condition of America's families has tremendous political significance
and that the plight of impoverished families with children in this
Presumed land of abundance cannot be ignored. In response, political
leaders usually acknowledge the bitter irony of poverty and abundance

in the situation but they have not founded an active coalition to
formulate remedial action. Edelman observed:

4
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Many of us today are puzzled about how to translate our
instincts for decency into positive action. Societies have
traditionally acted on their compassionate instincts within the
extended family or local community. The structrrres of modern
life require us to apply our decency at the state, national, and
international levels as well, a difficult psychologpcal and social
transition. Ttre transition has been made more difficult because
the government is so complex that people do not understand how
its resources are divided, and because they have been told-falsely
in many instances-that what they wanted to do did not and
could not work. (Edelman, 1987 p. 103)
The majority of policy makerc and politicians have not been actively

or aggresively engaged in fonuarding actual programs to counteract the
increasingly negative trends that affect U.S. youth. Lip service prevails;

words have not been translated into concrete action. Former President
George Bush asstrred u.S. citizens that he was aware of the problems of

children and their families and would make those issues a number-one

priority now and into the twenty-first century. But because the
executive branch under Bush continued to remain uninvolved and

removed from setting an agenda for social concerns in this country,

a

domestic policy that addresses these needs was sadly lacking,
r:ndeveloped, and overshadowed by international concerru.
The U.S. Congress tells us that

it acknowledges the severity and

interrsity of family life problems, but scant increase in aid from them has
been forthcoming. Hope may be on the horizon since the Family Leave

Act finally was passed after languishing in Congress for over a dozen

5
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years. The National Commission on Children released its report in the
autumn of 1991 and in the words of its execrrtive director Cheryl Flayes,

"fiie news in the report is that this isn't news."

She was referring to the

lack of progress by the commission to initiate federal policies to
encourage collaboration of children's services. This forthright
assessment should have been shocking

news, (Educntion USA ]anuary 8,

lee1)

An assessment of the U.S. political and governmental system could
conclude that legislation and policy matters are largely determined by
the most powerful and influential special interest groups, or those who

carry their barurers for them. Children and their needs occupy

a

peculiar, repetitive, and aggravating place on the public agenda.
(Hambtrrg, 1992, p. 13; Grubb, L982, p. 102) I suggest at least three
reasons for that agenda item being repeatedly tabled and not translated

into public policy.

1)

Children do not corrstitute a voting bloc and that lack of
franddse inhibits their effectiveness,

2)

The chief supportenr of children are women and/or
minorities; neither of these groups has been able to achieve
sufficient power to effect what I would consider to be
meaningful change.

5
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The predominantly white male power structtrre has

coruistently avoided leadership in areas of family policy,
relegating

it irutead to a low priority item.

If these three explanations are plausible, it follows that the pace of
policy and institutional change regarding children and families could
continue to be glacial. Witness federal legislation initiated by U.S.
Representative Patricia Schroeder

in

1973 that

still languishes for lack of

support. If alarm bells were sounded two decades f,Bo, and still an
increasingly bleak future exists for youth, we can assurne that

mobilization efforts have not been effective and that perhaps the
leadership void exists becatrse of a flawed process. Tlre possibility of an

alternative approach has not been totally lost on some who would step

into the breach and call for corrective action: a 'Change Master."

In her 1983 book, ThE Clwnge
in

the

lvlnsters: lnnooation

& Entrrprenarship

Amrican Corporation, author Rosabeth M. trfunter identifies her

topic of study as "those people and organizatiorrs adept at the art of

anticipati*g the need for, and of leadin& productive change."
(dedication page) Although lftnter's principles were developed and
tested

in corporate and entreprenetrrial settings, mI hypothesis is that

they are generally applicable to the public sector.
Thus, the plan of this study is twofold. First

7
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leadership of Mirureapolis Mayor Donald Fraser through the initiatives

for children and their families he has proposed and implemented. Then,

it will attempt to determine whether or not the corporate model of
"change master" as formulated by Rosabeth Kanter is applicable to
Fraser as a political leader seeking to affect institutional change. In

other words, can I(anter's corporate model be applied to entities outside
the corporate structnre, particularly in politics and goverrment?
Tlre particular public official whom I have identified as a "Change
Master" in approaching Kanter's model is Minneapolis Mayor Donald

M. Fraser. Originatin& endorsing, and forwardi*g a city agenda for
dealing comprehensively with problems relating to children and their
families is unique both to the office and the man who assumed that
elected office

in

1980 and

will complete his last term in 1993.

Examples

of male politicians spearheading and prioritizing children and family
issues are extremely rare. (Grubb, p. 111) While few would dispute the

gravity of those issues, only a handful would dedicate their entire
political term to their resolution. Even those who do not share Mayor
Fraser's Democratic political ideology acknowledge his expertise

regarding economic issues and their origins. Said Miruresota Republican
Congressman Vin Weber, "Don Fraser is on the cutting edge on the

poverty issue. You wouldn't think with my being on the opposite side

I
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of the political spectnrm that I'd say that." (Minnesota Public Radio
broadcast 6-19-92)
Fraser has made the drildren and family issue the focus of his

mayoral work and has sought to push

it to the top of the national

agenda. Two prominent elected officials who share his sense of rrrgency
are Mayor Elihu Harris of Oakland, Cal.ifornia and Senator Bill Bradley

of New ]ersey. Impatient for the nation to catch up with his local
enterprise, Mayor Fraser continues to seek new solutioru to nagging
social

ills. He is, I argue, forcing

change

in a manner evocative of the

co{porate leaders assessed by Kanter.

Kanter's Five Major Building Blocks of Change: From Innovation to
Institutionalization have established a model against which Fraser's
efforts can be measured. Her five arei

1)

Force A: Departues from Tradition

2)

Force B: Crisis or Galvanizing Event

3)

Force C: Strategic Decisions

4)

Force D:

5)

Force E: Action Vehicles (13)

Individual'?rime Movers"

By examining and explaining the forces, this study compares the

I
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efforts of Mirureapolis Mayor Donald M. Fraser with those of
businesspersons and entrepreneurs whom Kanter offers as examples of
those who successfully instituted change to improve their economic

climate. This paper strives to show how Fraser's activity in the politicat
community parallels the decision-making and programmatic
implementation of Kanter's case studies within the business corununity.
Proceeding like his cotrnterparts who effected change in
corporatiorrs, Mayor Fraser conducted irmovative work in the public
sphere with his persistent, insistent, and consistent efforts to make

children and family support programs the major ttuust of his tenure

as

mayor, and, beginning in 1993, as president of the I-eague of Cities.
From his long tentrre in public service, Don Fraser has perceived
and acknowledged the societal changes that have taken place direcfly
affect the composition of families. Along with other obsenrers, he has
witnessed the ournbling of old archetypes and seen family units evolve

into two<areer families, single-parent families, foster families, blended
families, same sex parents and step-parents-all laying claim to

providing nurturing, familial cohesiveness to themselves and their
children.
Fraser apparently is convinced that the dedine of the family is the

root cause of much of our social unrest and disturbing trends. He

10
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might agree with the National Commission on Children L992 report that
dedared children of a single parent are six times more likely to be poor
and much more likely to encounter illness and trouble in school and

with the legal system. Evidence which supports that commission report
is provided yearly in the

State of

tlu

City documents which contain

statistical analyses of Mirureapolis demographics. These annual reports
are Produced by the City of Minneapolis Planning Departnent.
Fraser's administration has experienced the effects of trimming and

eliminating of federal entitlement prograrns from Washington with
direct and dire consequences on local efforts to cope with the
complicated and hazardous social issues that face today's municipal

goveffIments. Likewise, as it stnrggles to cope with deficits, the state of
Minnesota has had to realign iE financial supports to its fust-class cities.
There, too, children and family support prograrns have suffered for

lack of funding. While lack of ftrnding certainly caused realignment of
spending priorities, Fraser looks beyond the easy rhetoric of assigning
blame for failed programs and sees a more fundamental evolution.

Although a lifelong Democrat, Fraser increasingly finds himself
allied with conservatives who cite decliri.g values and mores as causes

for family dissolution. He observed, "1{e pound away at education
reform, federal housing initiatives and other programs, but I think the

11
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problems are back in the commtrnity and in the family. The value
system is enforced by the community itself. One way to get

improvement is to engage the broader community in discussioru about
these issues." (Star Tribune, May 10, L992, p.

tA)

Convinced of the need for initiative and leadership in the area of

support for children and their families, independent of federal and state
resources, Mayor Fraser used his convening powers to bring together

representatives of all those involved in the continuum of services

directed at children and families in need. His direction and persuasive
efforts were major factors that led to the formulation and

implementation of a variety of intertwined programs to direcfly
intervene in the crises confronting children and families in Minneapolis.
That relatively few examples of dynamically led drives for change
on such an intense level exist reflects the historical reluctance in the

world of politics to disrupt the status quo. Perhaps, anRed with a new
model upon which to base strategic change, politicians

will have a

clearer understanding of how to proceed. Perhaps borrowing from a
tested corporate model, elected officials can become political
entrepreneurs in effecting change in their commrrnities where they are
expected to lead.

In this study, I witl establish that there has been and continues to be

L2
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a welldocumented and coruistent need for prog[arns which offer

children and their families the supports they need in order to be
sustained and to thrive. I

will examine the theory that families must be

recognized and supported as essential productive and their children
regarded as a resource

if society in general is to prostr)er. Until the 1992

presidential electiory advocates who supported programs for families
and children have been scarce, sporadic and ineffective. Few have
managed to galvanize public and private efforts to deal with issues
related to children, and the social corrsequences continue unabated.

I will demonstrate that integrating family and children support
Programs into public policy involves institutional change. And, I

will

show that public institutional change bears commanding similarities to
those that occur in a corporation as a leader struggles to adapt to
alteratiorrs in a business environment.

Next, I

will examine Kanter's model and note how she arrived at her

conclusiorrs and discuss their validity and applicability to the public

sector. Then I will detail Mayor Fraser's advocacy of programs on
behalf of children and their families, I comparing his efforts with those

of corporate leaders and couunenting on the similarities, differences and
suitability to the model provided by Kanter.
Finally, I will offer my observatiors and conclusiorr,s as to the

t3
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po$sibility that Mayor Frasey's being categorized as a "change ma$ter",
and

if and how his advocacy for change can sen/e as a source of

duplication by other political leaders.

ASSUMPTIONS OF THE STUDY
This study rests on five assumptions. They are:

t

The root causes and manifestatioru of ctrrrent social and
economic problems

will not be alleviated without

intenrention. While there could be consensus that
"something needs to be done" to correct social ills,
agreement on the doer is missing. tr(anter expected that

co{porate leaders should be responsive and responsible for
effecting changes as needed within their business

organizational structures.

.

The second assumption is that poli[ca1 institutioru should
examine and revise their responses to the social

environment. This self-examination appeared to be a
matter of basic surrival in the corporate sector. To
maintain a 'business as usual" stance while conditions
pointed to an alternative could be suicidal for the
entrepreneur. Keeping pace with evolution in the

t4
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marketplace has parallel rewards for the politically astute
as well.
a

The thfud assumption is that a mayor as an elected official
can sen/e as an agent of change. The mayor's position

in

elected leadership Fves him or her the rrnique opportunity

and authority to use the powers of the office to alter the
status quo and amend public policy. This assumption does

not imply that the mayor's office in every city is identical

in terms of its relationship with the city council. Whether
ttte mayor's office is dominant, subordinate or egual to the

city cotrncil will have significant bearing on ttre mayor's
effectiveness as an agent of change.
a

Ttrc fourth assumption is that there are similarities in the
Hray a colporate leader and an elected official develop a

process for change. Regardless of the historical tendency

to keep business, religion and governnrent separate
entities, the general societal environment is the same for

all.

Responses to need are devised by leaders

within each

sector and their methods and goals often may be much the
same
a

The fifth and final assumption is that all responsible

15
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political leaders are interested in a formula for effecting
change in order to manage critical social concerns.

It is

interesting to note how entrepreneurs and business leaders
have successfully influenced corutuners in the U.S. and
those results can be charted in arurual reports and sales

records. Business schools and seminars proclaim ways to
manufacture and sell goods and services and change public

opinion. Politicians have a harder sell because th*y

deal

in ideas and services and their implementation.
Nevertheless, the lessons learned from business can have
applications for the public sector as well.

LIMITS OF THE STUDY
Five specific limits influence the progress, contents, and conclusiorrs

of this analysis. Ttre limits are:

.

This study does not attempt to analyze the root causes of
the changes in social and economic demographics.
Because the issue is invasive of all areas of society,

it

would not be prudent to avoid mentioning some
suggestions of root causes, but the focus

will

be minimal.

There is great disparity in the opinions of those who

15
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publidy interpret sociological shifts. For the purposes of
my study, the causes of those movements is not as
important as their effect. What is crucial for my study is
that I can demonstrate that the demographical changes are
provable and that their existence impelled Mayor Fraser to
formulate his plarrs.
a

This study does not evaulate the motives of those who

support or oppose Mayor Fraser's initiatives. Since I am
analyzing an elected public official it is obvious that
partisarrship witl be involved. To the extent that political

affiliation often determines one's decision to support a
program or not, it would be futile to draw conclusions
about individual motivation.
a

This study does not analyze individual prograrns or
initiatives from Mayor Fraser's office in order to determine

their success or failure. In the course of this analysis,

I

mention some prograrns to demonstrate that the mayor's
interest is broad enough to encompass home, school, and

work environrnents. Making determinations about the
status of the prograrrs could detract from the specific focus

of the analysis of the mayor's leadership.

L7
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This study

will not judge the appropriateness of

government as a public body that intervenes in what some
conceive of as private family matters. The extent of

government intenrention in private concerns often is a
partisan issue and while

it does have a penpheral bearing

on the ease or difficulty of gaining acceptance for ideas

it

also detracts from the main purpose of my study.

This study will not attempt to identify other cities or
municipalities in which similar initiatives might be
proposed and exectrted. While there are other areas which

could benefit from a similar mayoral effort, this study is an
attempt to describe a method of effecting change rather
than an opportunity to advocate a specific program.

My initial interest in this topic began prior to the Lggz
presidential electiory and now the study seems to be pafricularly timely,
Srven that the current political jargon indudes references to change,
agents of change, and the need for change. The real importance of
change could be lost

if it simply

becomes anotherb:uzz word to gain

attention in political discussiorls.
Through this study I intend to emphasize the significance of the
"change master" in the world of potitics as Kanter did for those

18
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co{porations. The methodology I used was the same as Kanter-the
case study.

19
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CHAPTER

II:

METHODOTOGY

In Chapter I, I stated that this study has two specific goals. One is
to analyze the corporate "change master" model of Rosabeth M. Kanter
to determine if it is applicable to the political sector. Tlre other is to
ascertain

if the leadership of Mayor Don Fraser fulfilts the prescriptions

of the l(anter model and thus substantiates his being identitied as a
"change master" because of his comprehensive efforts to find ne$r

solutions to the persistent problems of children and their families in the

city of Minneapolis.

I used a case study approach to facilitate my analysis. This
methodology was used by trfunter in her corporate studies, and it was
the most expedient way for me to handle materials and situatiorrs as

they developed over a period of years. I wanted my analysis to be as
complete and focused as lGnter's since

I intended to bridge a possible

chasm of differences betr,ven the coqporate and political spheres, and

replicating her methodology would keep my work on a parallel track
regarding the "force" components she outlined.

In order to establish the authenticity and magnitude of the problems
regarding children and families,

I conducted

20
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search. While my literature search found in Chapter III is, by choice,
lengthy and detailed, those readings are paramount to establishing the
veracify and tenacity of issues strrrounding children and families.

I

for.rnd broad and deep acknowledgement of and courmentary on the

evolution and escalation of complexities which distressed not only

family structure and stability but the social fabric of the U.S.

as

well. I

spent considerable time establishi.g and understanding the complexities

of the issue becatrse Kanter had delved deeply in the corporate analyses

in her book. It was important for me to gain assurance that Mayor
Fraser was a catalyst for institutional change through the integrated

plans he confected for children and families. The whole issue had to
Possess major significance.

If the change Mayor Fraser sought was

fotrnd to be only part of a whole, i.e. dealing with teenage pregnancy
and

I attempted to draw parallels with the Kanter corporate model, I

would have trivialized Kanter's efforts. Cleady tr(anter's corporate

case

studies deals with complex, multi-layered problems involvi.g a number

of stakeholders and resultant alterations in the status quo. To qualify

as

a Ifunter "Change Master," the effort to move beyond 'business as usual"

requires dealing with an issue of substantial proportion. The
complexities of Fraser's dilemrna had the proper dimensiorrs.

Also, in conducting the literature search I needed to determine the
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ctuonology of the sociological changes affecting families to discover

if

other political leaders had tried to address them. This research served
the dual purpose of examining the problem as well as the problem
solvers and raised the obvious question of why previous efforts were

not successful. While that particular matter is beyond the scope of this
study, an investigation of political leaderr and whether their proposals

flonrish or languish is provocative.
To specifically study Mayor Fraser and his quest, I employed several
means of gathering information. First, through direct personal

observation, I was able to amass information relative to the mayor and

his proglram. Since the events took place in Mirureapolis where I have
resided my entire life and because of my various civic involvements,

I

was able to keep a senriceable log of the progress the Mayor made from
the inception and development of his 'Marshall Plan" for children and

families in 1985 through L993, his last year in office. I was present at
various speeches and seminars he delivered as well as his annual State

of the City addresses that he structured around the needs of children.
This direct obsenration allowed me the opporttrnity to experience both
the presentation and reception of his

comments.

Second,

I compiled

an array of printed documentation of Mayor Fraser's activities relative

to his Program for children and their families. I have printed copies of
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all his major speeches which outline his programs of supports for
children and their families. Those texts were valuable assets in tracking
the development and embellishment of his objectives as well as serving
as evidence of his dedication to those objectives, regardless of the

audience to whom he spoke. Once the speeches were presented,

I could

reconcile news reports with my reactions and investigate the opiniorrs of
others for darification or justification.

Tracking editorial reaction and citizen corunentary via newspapers
and magazines was also critical to my analysis. Those solrrces reflect
the variety and depth of opinion regarding Fraser's efforts and provided
a linear measurement of the growing acceptance and affirmation of his
ProSrarns.

Third, I conducted a series of interviews and asked specific
questions of the mayor, key staff members, and other members of the
btrsiness, professional and social communities who had an interest

in

the issue and its outcomes. (A copy of the questioruraire can be foqnd

in the Appendix.) The nu:rrber and variety of respondents was key to
my study. It was important that those with whom I spoke did so
confidentially and without fear of reprisals

if their views were to be

exposed as differing from the mayor.

In selecting candidates for interview, I first determined which
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should be represented: staff, business and professional, and social

communities. These three components were represented on the mayor's
original task force and thus seemed the logical component for my study.
Because most of the candidates were known to R€,

I asked a colleague

to randomly select six candidates from each area to ensure objectivity.
The intenriewees u/ere able to comment on the genesis of the

mayor's concern for children, the strategies he employed, the goals he
set, and the opposition he encountered. The respondents were

specifically targeted because they were familiar with the totality of the
efforts, not just segments of

it. Because of the intervielvees' innermost

involvement with the Mayor's effort, they were pnvy to the adversaries'
roles and could discuss obstades which generally were not public

knowledge. These interviews were crucial to my study because often
the public manifestatioru of an event do not fully represent the private
machinations sumounding

it. In other words, I could base conclusions

on my observations of events only but the interviews with people who
were close to the situation supplied dimeruion and integrity.

I asked

oPen ended questions and taped each conversation

with the

permission of the interviewee. Taping interviews allowed me to focus

on questions and follow-ups without being distracted by note-taking, or
being confused in later trarucription. Each person I interviewed
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represented a different phase of Fraser's total effort.

I devised

a set of

10 questions which lyere general enough to be applicable to all potential

respondents, would not prejudice their responses, and allowed the
respondent significant latitude to form a resporue with which he or she

was comfortable. It was important to ask each respondent every
question because to leave one out could bias the total commentary.
Six interviewees were selected from several corrstituencies: city staff,

community resident/ activists and business and professional members.
The assurance of confidenfiality engendered objectivity and integrity.

Two specific cases support this contention. One respondent continues to
suPPort all the mayor's efforb but questions the ethics of social
engineering by an elected official. Another expressed public support

but has significant private resenrations.
Combining direct obsenratioru an analysis of written material and
personal interviews provided me with sufficient material to use in

compari.g my subject to the Kanter model.
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CHAPTER

III:

LITERATURE REVIEW

Thue is only one child in thc world,
And that child's nntne is All Chiliben

-Carl Sandburg

North Americans have generally tended to regard themselves and
their country as constituted to protect both themselves and others from

harm. They tend to regard as perversely sinister and abhorrent those
individuals who willfully hann irmocent and unprotected children.
Those who

willfully

cause pain and

injury to youth are castigated for

their deeds.
Kissing babies, visiting drildren in their schools, and discussing their
problems with families have long been standard political protocol.

It

would seem no campaign could survive without these typical photo
opporttrnities. But, whatever their status as effective, political campaign
symbols, children seem unable to retain their prominence on the social

action agenda after the ballots are cast. Questions of their welfare
usually pale in the light of deferrse spending; budget deficits, and other
more urgent appropriations of public fturds.

As a public, we seem to cherish the family life ideal from Norman
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Rockwell paintirtgs; Ttre reality becomes a ghasfly cartoon, however,
when we witness the real difficr.rlties that beset children and their

families. As a nation, we seem particularly leaderless in our efforts to
focus on the urgent need for national directives in ttris area. Those who
have

it within their power to alleviate

these social concerns, but do not

act, are rarely called to task for their lack of responsiveness.
Some children are victims of neglect and need. Others experience

poverty, violence, poor health and lack of educational opportunities, the
results of which can be equally as damatrng as direct, identifiable

abuse. Yet, the causes of these children's deficient living conditions are
too often ignored and the perpetrators treated benignly. Those who

exhibit this lack of concern, dearth of commitment to improve poor
social conditions, and dedication to other matters deemed more

significant are often the lawmakers and political leaderc who have the
tools of remediation within their Fasp. Shocking as it appears, there is
a ctrrrent of thought that "despite the long standing view of themselves
as 'child-centered,' Americaru have always been ambivalent about

children." This observation was made by W. Norton Grubb and Marvin
Lazerson in their book, Brokcn Promisu: Hout Amricans FaiI their

Childrm (1982) which examines what the authors corrsider the root
causes of this corrntry's indifference to children. (Grubb and Laserson, p.
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8s)

Of their book, Grubb and Iazerson said:
Our task is to analyze the possibilities and limits of public
responsibility for children and families, to understand the
relationship between the American State and children. That
relatiorrship has been paradoxical. On one hand, the boundaries
between the private and the public4etween the private family
and the public world of government and the economy-have
shifted corutantly, especially with the expansion of the state, so
that the distinction between the public and private has becorne
blurred.
Ideologically, the family remains the tasic unit of society,' even
though our economic and social policies make clear that the
family is not the primary unit of production nor even the only
institution socializing children. In part, we continue to insist on
the family's privacy because we have nothing to replace it as a
refuge of affection and intimacy. But this insistence has
generated the central dilemma: if the state must assume some
responsibilities for children, how can it disctrarge those
responsibilities when childbearing is still coruidered a private
responsibility?" (Grubb, p. 5)

Arguitg for family

assistance and intervention programs

in her

L98S

book, Within Our Reach: Breaking tlte Cycle of Disadoantage, Harvard
professor Lisabeth B. Schorr observed the following: "Even when a

family unassisted and alone carrnot provide the necessary material and
psychological resources,

it is now clear that it is within our power to

harness social institutions for a clearly focused attack on a complex but

well-defined set of problems." (Schorr, p. 32)
Schorr formr.rlated her conclusions after she inspected and reviewed
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child- and family-centered propams across the country and weighed
their effectiveness. She then analyzed and discussed particular
Prograrns and the reasoru for their success or failure. She also looked at

other data to provide a framework for her assumptiorrs. She said:
The research findings of the last twenty years linking risk factors
(in children) to outcomes converge dramatically. Risk factors
implicated in one adverse outcome appear again with another.
The corlmon strands are the more startling because the findirgs
come from such diverse research. Three clear themes emerge:
First, risk factors leading to later damage occrrr more frequently
among $it{ren in families that are poor and still more fr-equeritly
among families that are persistently poor and live in areas bf
concentrated poverty. Second the plight of the children bearing
these risks is not just individual and personal; it requires a
societal resPonse. Third, the knowledge to help is ivailable; there
is a reasonably good match betrareen known risk factors and the
interventions to reduce them. (Schorr, p. 29) 18

In her book, Schorr poses the critical question: 'Ttlow that we know
there are interventions that can help such children (at risk), noly that we

know how to prevent damage before it occurs, does it reatly make sense
to wittrhold services until these children or their families exhibit clear
signs of pathology?" (Schorr, p. 285) 19
There is a history of apathy in dealing directly with problems

involving children. The dilemma may be the tack of zest lawmakers
display in efforts to confront private family situations in a public arena.

Our laws speak of protectioru but, with regard to chitdrery they are
inadequate and lack intensity. Lamented Colorado Representative
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Patricia Schroeder:
The concept that people or cofirmr:nities have a moral obligation
to intervene to protect a child who is being physically or
emotionally hurt did not emerge rrntil early in the twentieth
century with the creation of child protection agencies. Flowever,
the idea that parents can beat, burn, or physically harm a child is
so repulsive that many people were reluctant to acknowledge it,
much less intercede. The problem generally remained hidden,
trntil the early 1950s, wheri the Uniled States Children's Bureau
drafted a model law that required physicians to take the initiative
and report instances where children had been physically abused.
(Schroeder, 1989 p. 1a9)
Schroeder pioneered the way for children and family supports

legislation for the past two decades and is considered a lone wolf for
her efforts. In her book, Clwmpion of tlre Great Amdcan Eamily (1989),
she draws on her own per$onal, professional, and family life experiences

to buttress her advocacy of family oriented legislation.
According to Grubb and lazerson:
The weak public comrrtitrnent Americans feel toward other
people's children is, in the first instance, rooted in the nineteenthcentury conception of the private family with responsibi[ty for its
own children only. A different set of attitudes has compounded
these divisions: Americans are ambivalent toward all childreru
and ambivalence has sharpened the distinction between one's
own children and other people's children. Structural inequalities
have affected the balance between positive and negative views of
children in a dass-divided society: the latent hostility toward
children has often become a hostility toward lower-class and
minotity children-those wtto are most threatening, most costly,
and least like middle-class children. In turn, hostility has
undermined public responsibility for such children and has
reinforced the efforts to control them." (Grubb, p. BS).
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It is difficult to ignore the statistics regarding the status of this
cotmtry's children and the dire projectiorrs for their futures. Hardly

a

day ends without still another voice reminding us of the numbers of
children growing up in poverly: those who are falling behind in school,
those who are not receiving proper health care, those children having

children. (Edlemar; p. 31) While the situation continues to deteriorate,
our leaders continue to eschew the dual action that is necessary in order
to address the problems of children and their families. They must
initiate programs and legislation while committing themselves to
children's issues and then sustain their involvement by reviewing those

initiatives. Thus far, the lack of leadership in moving for change has
been both evident and appalling. (Flambur& p. 332)

This move for social change in the area of children and their families

is historically complex, mined with emotion, and probably potitically
unrewarding. As Grubb and Lazerson have observed, " The same
problems besetting children and families keep reemerging because the

reforms to treat them have always been contradictory and incomplete.
The recuring cycles of crisis and reform are evidence of our broken

promises." (Grubb, p. 5)

In her L987 call for reform rn Families in Pertl: An Ag*tik for

Social

Clwnge, Marian Wright Edelman, head of the Children's Deferue Fund
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argued that "Al1 drildren-whether white, black, or brown; Native

American or Asian; male or female; urban or rural-have one thing in
cornmon: it is their most important characteristic. It is that they are
children and must depend on adults to help them." (Edelman, p. ZT)
She challenged America's leaders further when she stated that "The

question we must confront is the extent to which children can depend

on us, and how lve organize our society, our government, to help meet
children's needs," (Edelman, p.2n

In a recent book, Wlwn tlw

Bough Brealcs: TIu Cnst of Neglecting

Ar

Children (1990), Sylvia Ann Hewlett analyzes the desperate plight of U.S.

children and describes them as "the most seriously disadvantaged group

in our population*" She maintains that "Doing what is right by our kids

will also be good for the bottom line." (Hewlett, p. 24 That tenet has
led her to try to persuade United States public officials and corporate
Ieaders that reordering their priorities to support the family

will

produce almost immediate benefits. At every level of society children
are suffering from physical and emotional abuse and neglect.

A

nationwide prohlem is in the making, she argues, resulting from
administrative and parental abrogation of responsibility.

Hewlett becomes more provocative when she points to generational
inequities in public firnding of support prograru. "!Ve spend 24% of
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our budget on the old and just 4% on families with children. I'm proud

of our record in raising the standard of living of the elderly; in fact, I'd
like to spend more on the needy elderly than we do. We've socialized
growing old and privatized drild-rearing, however." (Publistwrs Weekly,

Iuly

12, 1991)

In her academic career at Barnard College, Hewlett had previously
written as an economist about growth strategies in the Third World. By
drawing up her childhood experiences in Wales as part of a workingclass family involved in the trade union movement and her later

arising from her desire to

b*g* a family and attain academic

colflict

tenure, she

explains how she became politicieed. She has used her analytical and

writing skills to address social concerns especiatly those "dismal facts
directly related to the breakdown of the American family." (public
Address, Minneapolis, May ZB, tggl).

According to Cheryl Hayes, head of The National Commission on
Children, which was authorized by Congress

in

L987, that gpoup "is a

very timely undertaki*g because this is a time for a national cornmission
to focus the public on children's needs." At the time of its fotrnding,
Hayes noted the structure of government agencies and legislatures

preduded easy coordination. "At the national level, we make public
policy in a categorical way as though children's services were totalty
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unrelated," she said. "lMhat's needed is to find ways, incentives to help
agencies at all levels to coordinate." Hayes believed potiry at the federal

level should foster coordination by making federal firnding contingent

upon collaboration or by providing leadership to csllaborate. (Edumtion
USA, ]anuary 8, 1990)

Although the Com:nission's 1992 report contained little that uras
new,

it did make some coulmon-sense proposals.

Revising the national

agenda, however, does not appear to have the adequate support. Peter
Peterson, an inveshent banker and former federal officiat, warns that

too many people look at government "as a gtant vending machine, with
the central purpose of political action to get to the front of the line."
The result, Peterson claims, is that farm price supports and Civil Service
pensions are better protected than food stamps and AFDC payments.
(Star Tribune,Itrne 27, L991., p. 10A).

According to the 1990

LJ.S. Cerrsus

Bureau figures, two-thirds of all

people in femal*headed families with ctrildren under eighteen now get
benefits from a welfare program: Aid to Families with Dependent

Children, General Assistance, Supplemental Security lncome, Medic

aid,,

food stamps, and rent assistance. Of all never-married mothers, more
than 80 percent are receiving some kind of government hetp. Although
the federal government spends more than $100 billion every year on
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means-tested assistance to families, this aid has not even come close to

providing those households with the kind of existential security that
most intact farnilies enjoy (Atlantic |une 1990, p. 52). That obsenration

is proffered by Karl Zirrsmeister, a Washingtoru D.C., writer and
consultant on social-demographic issues. His artide "Growing Up
Scared" called for a listi^g of "children's issues" and the need to place

crime reduction on the top.
"Children's issues" and the difficulties of growing up are
corrmonalitiesin which everyone has personal experience. The word

"family" evokes the most emotional of responses and touches one of the
basic needs of every individual. The praises of family life are heard

throughout the land. Yet the constitution and operation of families
today are far removed from our historical dream and ideal. The family
is referred to as the basic unit of society, but that fotrndation clearly is

in peril.
Given family integrity's essential importance, one might have
expected society-wide efforts to support and encourage two-parent

families when sigrrs of deterioration were first detected in the
That didn't

happ"t. For the past quarter century

1950s.

U.S. public policy has

shied away from the idea that certain family forms are more desirable

than others and from rewarding standing by kith and
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almost no attempts to promote ctrildbearing within wedtock and few
penalties attached to child abandonment or parental nonsupport. Nor is
there significant recognition of the social benefits of marriage, or of the
social contributions of those who devote themselves to conscientious

childrearing (Hambtrr& p. 39).
The most tragic aspect of this lack of nenre among the American

elites in defending the integrity of the nuclear family is that

it misled

and left badly exposed those groups who had the fewest assets to fall
back

on. The rich carL perhaps, afford

a sptintered family; for although

it may bring heartache, it is r.rsually not incapacitating. But in many
cases, the

only thi.g the ill-educated, the poor, and the historically

discriminated agairrst had going for them rtrere strong families. Once
enticed out of the safe harbor of family solidarity, people in these

groups often carurot recover (Atlantic Iune 1990, p.

S3).

As a result of this sociological upheaval, U.S. children remain the
most neglected in the developed world. Their health and welfare are

simply "not high on the agenda of this country," laments Dr. Reed
Tuckson, a former Washington, D.C., health commissioner and now a

vice president of the March of Dimes Birth Defects. 'The federal
government doesn't think this is as important as the savings and loan

crisis." (Nrutsweek Summer

L991,

p. 18)
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1.980

and 1988, the federal governrnent cut billions from

Progtarns that help poor children and their families: Head Start food
stamps, Medicaid, education, housing for the poor, even some Social

Security entitlements. During that same time, more than $2 tilHon was
spent on weapons. America, stated Marian wright Edelman, has
economized at the expense of our poorest children (Edelman, p. 29).
Legislative leaders continue to be unwilling to embrace what

virtually every other industrialized nation in the world has long
recognized as obvious: that

it is in society's best interests to enact

policies that protect families and childre+ and insulate young workers

and their children from economic disaster.

Iohn P. C,ehan, director of governmental affairs and public
information for the Greater Mirmeapolis Day Care Associatiory has
concluded that U.S. policy-makers like to think of our nation as being

on the cutting edge of addressing the question (What role should
government play in the ctue and upbringing of the next generation?),

as

if the experience of the rest of the world is nonexistent or irrelevant. To
him such narrow thinking cannot deny the grim reality of our existing
social policy affecting families-(or, rnore accurately, the absence of a

national family policy)-that provides so little help to so many u.s.
families immersed in the daily scramble to survive (Star Tribune,Iune
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28, L990, p. 10A).

Regarding family poticy, Jesse ]ackson, prominent U.S. African

American political leader, has characterized as "sctlizophrenic" the
behavior of Congress. He contsasts the rapidity of the tggg
Congressional response to Lech Walesa's request for economic aid

which would make life better for all the children of Poland to the debate
over legislation for this

LJ.S.

children that got bogged down in a fight

over how grant Programs would be financed, and was shelved for
another session. "Congressional leadership took hop* away from

millioru of working parents who urere expecting their leaders to deal

with the crpng need for a national childcare plary" he declared. (Sfar
Trtbune, September 12, L99L,9A)
U-S. Representative Patricia Schroeder has been a leading advocate

for family policy. In her criticism of congressional failure to address
this critical need, she attacked the 1990 executive branch's top three
priorities:

1)

$1S.2

million for the 82 weapons program; while only

$700,000 on substance rehabilitation and 9446,900 for

housing for the homeless.

2)
3)

Three hundred five billion dollars for defense.
Sixty billion dotlars for new schools in C,ermany and g2
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billion for a new air base in Italy.
Representative Schroeder, who began work on a childcare

bill when

first elected to the House in 1973, has yet to see such legislation pass.
She said:

Every cotrntry that is knocking our socks off in jobs and trade has
childcare and family and medical leave. There is a myth in
America that you can be a good employee or a good family
member but you cannot be both.

welre paying for other countries' defense and they're spending
their tax dollars on their people. We spend gl.,Z00 per Americin
per yetr defending other countries; Europe spend $800, Iapan
spend $100 and Canada spends $200. The reit they spend on
childcare, education, health insurance and family andmedical
leave. They think we are o.azy for not offering this to otrr
people," she concluded (MN wornan's Press, Mar/Ap 1.990, p. lz).
Sctuoeder offers a plausible explanation for the lack of presidential

and congressional support she has been denied. "Family issues have no

priority there. Toddlers don't grve you honorariums if you drop by
their daycare center. Families don't have PACS. These are not power
issues." (MN Wonen's

Press,

Mar/Ap

1990,

p. 12)

In an August L992 address in Mirmeapolis, Representative Schroder
pointed out the lack of tmst young people must feel toward their
government which has broken to extremely important contracts with

them. One is a fully funded'Head Start program which includes all
necessary immunizations and the other promises of aid for higher
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education. Both efforts would be cost effective ways to forestall the
appearance of poorly prepared people into adulthood and the

workforce. The initial costs of both prograurs would be regained
according to the 'ounce of prevention' adage: spend some dollars now

to prevent the expenditure of greater sruns in the future.
Perhaps the taproot of lawmakers' reluctance to become involved in

legislation for children and their families is the American tradition of

viewing the size and functioning of the family as a personal rather than
public concern. That may partially accotrnt for the United States
position as an oddity among other industrialized countries for its
peculiar lack of explicit or coherent farnily policy (Atlantic, August
L989,

p.58)

Dear Lord, be gooil to

ne, The sea is so wide and my boat is so small,
-Anonymous

If children and family policy concerns

are not power related or

Power drive+ what does that say about children? Are we to conclude

that the helplessness and dependence of children are actually factors
that work agairut them? Is their lack of franchise and ability to
40
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organize and lobby for themselves reasons for their lack of political

advocates? Finally, what does it say about our political system and
society

if those who

are forwarding children and family issues are not

making headway?

ln

a democracy dominated by interest groups, factions are powerful

in proportion to the number of voters they can mobilize, not the nunber
of individuals they represent, and they are powerful in proportion to
their economic power. Unions can influence their workers to vote in
particular ways; corporations can buy political influence or threaten to
use their corrsiderable economic power in retribution against their

enemies. In contrast, the daim to represent a large but voiceless group

like children carries no real weight. The most powerful interest groups
speaking for children-teachers' groups such as the AFT and the

NEA-

act like unions asserting the voting power of their members, not like
rePresentatives of

childrer Advocacy groups that daim to represent

large numbers of children-like the Children's Deferue Ftrnd and various

children's rights groups-have relativety less po\iler because they
rePresent neither votes nor the money to buy votes. In the final

analysis, interest groups can organize only those who vote; they cannot
represent those, like children, who have no

vote (Grubb, p. 102)

The potential difference between professional self-interest and the
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welfare of children reflects a special irony: the groups that represent
children are often politically weak, but those that are the least selfinterested are especially weak (Grubb, p. 103).

History is rife with examples of speciat interest groups and how
their combined, concentrated efforts not only influenced but changed
public opinion; hence, public poticy. The 8roup process model,
probably the dominant paradigrn in American political science, claims
that organized groups and large organieations, not individual citizens,
are the vital force driving LJ.S. potitics.

It is these organizatiorrs that

raise issues, lobby for positioru, help select officials, and influence the

administration of government programs (Zigler 1983, p.).

It is obvious that children represent significant population numbers.
Their very status as dependerB, however, dooms them to the lowest

priority rung on the political ladder. Because they lack the money,
irrfluence, and organization necessary to lobby effectively themselves,

they must rely on advocates. Often adult advocates use childrens issues
as a way of advancing larger business and financial interests. That sort

of subterfuge or political manipulation greatly diminishes the hopes of
securing specific effective outcomes directly for children. Further, with

few exceptioru, most advocates for effective family policy are women

and/or minorities, who themselves have had to struggle for political
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and social acceptance, and therefore have less influence and experience
than their white, male counterparE.
One compelling argument for enacting comprehensive family policy

legislation is that scarcely anyone disputes the dismal statistics relative

to the status of children. Voices of those who would dispel a hint of
statistical misuse in any other area are strangely silent in this regard.

With evidence so overwhelming, the ambivalence of legislators to it is
puzzling on one hand, but understandable. For despite other countries
around the world emulating the American democrary and lrray of life,
America has become an increasingly self-centered, anti-tax, and antisocial society. Historically, the political forces capable of preserving the
status quo have managed to delay goveilrmental change for fifty to

eighty years. Consider implementation of the income tax, civil rights,
pensions for retirees, universal medical care and gun contrsl. Often ogr
democracy is characterized by offering too little, too late.
Maybe the convergence of family life, which is intimate, and public

policy, which is exposed, is so compticated and rife with possibilities to
offend that only forays around the edges are open to discussion. Yet
the future of families and the health and wealth of the United States

may be inextricably bound. Yet with federal bureauctacies and policies
so comPlex and remote, perhaps that the best hope for salvaglng family
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solidarity lies with a closer government authority: the city. Urban
planner and commentator Neal

R

Peirce examined this possibility in his

review of Richard Iouv's book Childlwd's Future, LggL Louv makes the
case

for restructuring the city as a key to saving the American family.

Peirce calls the idea

'hrillianf' and declares "that children and families

might be the wedge to open a much broader dialogue on how we live
and the communities we live

in."

(Sfar Tribune, March L4, Lgg1, 11A).

Accepting the evolution of the family to some form other than the

familiar two-parent sifuation and of children as entities far more
complex than formerly regarded does test the values of

all. Moving

to

alter the perception and acceptance of the public and its institutions'
views of those units is an arduous process. But movement in that
direction is inlrerent in any efforts to formulate family policy and/or
suPPorts for children and their

families. How could this low flash

Point situation be so omnipresent yet regarded so disingenuously? The
situation calls for bold and persistent leadership: a change master.
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CHAPTER

IV: THE KANTER MODEL

Rosabeth Moss Kanter's book, ThE Clwnge lvlastr:s: Innooation

I

Entreprenarship in tlu Amrican Cnrporation, is deservedly popular, states

aNew YorkTimes book reviewer, because its ptrrpose is to define the
circumstances under which innovation can flourish in a corporation

(1983). The review further stated that the book was substantially

different from others that describe the attributes of successful companies
because its depth of reach was greater (Nea, York Times Book Ratiew,

October L6, 1983, p. 19). What l(anter did was to identify the innovative
company and then deal with the mechanisms that support its

philosophy" Most important, she provided a framework-a model-for
the entire process.

I(anter's book was based on five years of researching innovatiory
change, and environmental demands on co{poratiorrs. Kanter promoted

the need to be flexible, holistic, and to employ integrative problem

solving and plarudng rather than traditional, hierarchical ways of

operating (Library lournal, August L9&8, p.L4m.
What Kanter ultimately provides is a method for institutionalizing
change. Given that framework, I betieve her book can also serve as
gurde for leaders in other areas, such as politics. Iust as new
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management theories were infi,lsed in this country's business schools in

the 1950s, so were new social prograrns being introduced and
implemented by the federal government. Tlre repercussiorrs of both,
coupled with other significant national and global changes, have caused

many to question the effectiveness of those business and social
ideologies that have become standard, acceptable practices.
The scoPe of trftnter's book is broad, intense, and specific. Her
stafus as a professor at Harvard and management coruultant brought

her into contact with thousands of people from more than S0 companies.
she shares her findings from ten of that group in this book and
investigates 115 innovations in detail. The companies included in her

book are six: Hewlett-Packard, Wang Laboratories, polaroid
Honeywell, General Electric's medical-electronics unit, and a computer
comPany anonymously identified as "Chipco." The fact that she was

investigating change in large and complex corporations is essential to

my comparative analysis. The complexity of organization and the
magnitude of change is critical in both her entrepreneurial investigation
and my political analysis. These examples deal not only with new
products but with significant financial, strategic or organizational
changes as

well. From these experiences,

broad applications for others.
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Kanter's general critical analysis of American business involves

a

discussion of structure as it relates to old-fashioned anti<hange
management, which she calls "segmentalist." This practice is described
as attempts to compartrnentalize actioru, events, and problems and to

keep them isolated from each other. Not only are departments, levels,

and offices physically walled off from one another, but there is little
material or intellectual interaction between and among the workers or
the units they represent.
Instead, Kanter champions an "integrative organization " or

participative management. For irmovation to flourish, she says,

a

comPany must be less category conscious and instead allow all people

to become entrePreneurs, whatever their position on the organization
chart. She advocates continually changir,g team structure and
membership to represent different configurations so that more people
can find connections with others. She argues that segmentation inhibits

creativity because people working in isolation from one another are

indifferent to the efforts and achievements of their co-workers (Kanter,
P. 32).

of integrative

action versus segmentalism she says:

I found that the entrepreneurial spirit producing innovation is
associated with a particular way of approaching problems that I

call "integrative": the willingness to move beyond received
wisdom, to combine ideas from unconnected sources, to embrace
47
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c.hange as an opportunity to test limits. To see problems
integratively is to see them as wholes, related to larger wholes,
and thus challengng established practices-rather than walling off
a piece of experience and preventing it from being touched oi
affected by any nelv experience (Iftnter, p. Zn.

I(anter explains why some organizations slavishly adhere to
segmentalism and why they are exduded from her discussion by
asserting:
Segmentalism, then, is what keeps an organization steady, on
corr$e, changrng as little as possible, making only minimal
adjustrnents. This style, this mode of organizing protects the
successful organization against unnecessary change, ensures that
it will repeat what it already "knows." For those activities which
slnuld be repeated-the areas of high certainty where routine,
habitual action is efficient and desirable-+egmentalism
wolks...,Segmentalism inhibits the entrepreneurial spirit and
makes the organization a slave of its pait-a victirn, not a master,
of change (Kanter, p. 31).

Writing in

1984 before the current massive coqporate restructuring

and dowrrsizing had ocfl"rrred, Kanter saw this increased recognition of
the vital role of people as a factor in a company's progress and success.
"People seem to matter in direct proportion to an awareness of

co{porate crisis," she declares.

In her prescriptive advice, Kanter estabtishes five major "Building
Blocks of Change: From Innovation to Institutionalization " which, in

combination, she predicts can increase a company's capacity to meet
new challenges (Kanter, p.

290).
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with business, it is my contention that these same measurement
elements can also be applied to political situations, especiatly to those
elected public officials who seek to traruform prevalent public attitudes

and the ways in which they affect public policies. By analyzing the
factors that Kanter identifies as surrounding the impetus to irutitute
change in business, one can perceive that those factors are parallel

with

others occurring in the political arena. This could also indicate that an

alteration from standard procedure or process may be required: change.
Kanter identifies and darifies the five "force$" on which her corporate
model is consEucted. She sees these as "a combination of five major

building blocks present in productive corporate changes, changes that
increase the company's capacity to meet new challenges." (Kanter, p.
2e0).

In this chapter, I will delineate Kanter's "forces"
them in relation to business. In Chapter V, I

as she presents

will show how these same

"forces" are applicable to a political figure holding public office, namely

Minneapolis Mayor Don Fraser.
Force A. Departures from

Tradition. These departures could be

activities either plarmed by entrepreneurial irurovators or events that just
happen in a more passive fashion. These "unplanned opportunities,"

Kanter says, permit entrepreneurs to step forward even in highly
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segmented, noninnovating companies because they may work best at

the periphery, in "zones of indifference" where no one else cares enough

to prevent a little occasional deviance. Often, IGnter states, these
departures are brought about by entrepreneurs who seek to move

beyond the job-as-given. They may be stimulated by a plan or invented

in resporrse to cues that suggest there is a problem to be solved
(Kanter, p. 291).

Kanter cautiorrs that "deviant events do not by themselves produce
major change." These particular events result in change in one of three

situations. First, there is a slow, but steady repetition of irrstances that
eventually provoke a response to a new actuality. Second, innovadoru
could be transmitted to other divisions within the company who would
then act upon them. Or, third, there is a realization that traditional
methods of handling problems

will not work so a solution is sought.

These departnres might be related to the espousal of a different

management style or budgetary decisions, both of which would present
an oPPortunity for innovation because 'business as usual" is being

challenged; one historically reliable situation is becoming altered.
Force

B. Crisis or Galvanizing EvenL Kanter refers to this second

force as "external." She clarifies this perspective by placing the event as

either outside the organization or at least not within the organization's
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cuffent oPerating framework. The event or crisis is one to which

a

response is required.

Consider as an example a manufacturing company for whom
Process and productivity are imperatives

for success. An event

originating outside the organization--a law suit or a change of
technology for which no accorlmodation is plarured-are critical
circumstances which should provoke a reaction. I(anter says that rather

than writing off potential external problems, an integrative approach to

them demonstrates that the company has a positive tendency to tie
problems to larger wholes and to see small crises as symptomatic of

larger dangers. Thus they will have the ability to prepare earlier
preventive responses (Kanter, p. 293).

At this point, Kanter cautiorrs readers to examine her concept of the

"whole." Kanter says 'Tntegrative thinking that actively embraces
change is more likely

in companies whose cultures and structures

are

also integrative, encouragtng the treatment of problems as "wholes,"

considering the wider implicatioru of actioru. Such organizations
reduce rancorous conflict and isolation between organizational units;
create mechanisms for exchange of information and new ideas across

organizational botmdaries; ensure that multiple perspectives will be
taken into account in decisiors; and provide coherence and direction to
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the whole organization. (Kanter, p. 28). trfunter s€€rns to point to these
non-hostile environments as ones that accoiltmodate change, however,
even

if the deviance and galvanizing event

does ocsur, simply

responding and managing the situation is inadequate without
accompanying strategic decisioru and prime movens.
Force

C

Strategic Decisions. Now the leader enters, or emerg€s,

and change is instigated because traditional methods have been
challenged while intrirrsic problems reach a crisis in need of a response.
Thery Kanter says "the leaders' articulation of what may have been only

embryonic up to that point represents 'change' to the organization." She
highlights again that success is more predictable for the integrated
comPany than one that is segmented because opportunities for
exchanges of information already exist and are encouraged which

produces greater creativity and irmovation.
Change should not be allowed to drift unattended, Kanter advises,
and

it is incumbent upon the strong leader to specify goals and

objectives so that all those involved have a clear sense of purpose and

direction. The leader, too, must be able to stay focused and recognize
that selectivity is necessary when there are too many alternatives under
corrsideration.
Force

D. Individual

"Prime Movers." Despite the relative primacy
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of the aforementioned Forces A, B, and C and the agreed upon
intentions to implement a new plan, it will languistr, says Kanter,

without someone serving as the "idea champion-" The plan must have

a

sponsor who assulnes responsibility for assuring impetos, maintaining
focus, and empowering others. This component is vital to enlisting and
assuring commihent to the nelv strategy. '?rime movers," Kanter
says, "pushing a new strategy have to make clear that they believe in it,

that it is oriented toward getting something that they want, because it is
good for the organization."
TIre methods for accomplishing this top priority status are:

1)
2)

corutantly referring to the idea at every opportunity,
Personally visiting and supportirg sites where the strategy
is being implemented,

3)

drawing uP a mission statement or list of dear, consistent
objectives, and

4)

monitoring the plan to make sure it remains intelligible
and lucid.

Aga*, the first four "forces"

can impel the strategy, but one

additional component-Action Vehicles-must be in place to trarrsforrr
theories into practices.
Force E. Action Vehicles. "Changes," Kanter states, "take hold when
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they are reflected in multiple concrete manifestations throughout the

organization. It is when the stnrctures sumounding a change also
change to support

it that we say a change is 'irrstitutionalized'-that it is

now part of legitimate and ongoing practice, infused with value and
supported by other aspects of the system."

No matter how well articulated and supported a new strategy is, it
is less likely to succeed if people are unsure of how

it applies them and

what the practical applications are. Guidance and balance are also

important. The leader must ensure that the hasic idea is firmly in place
and Proven before it is too broadly circulated. On the other hand,
several examples of the strategy must be in place in order to maximize
exPosure and promote its acceptance. Finally, new strategies can be

phased out of the experirnental stage by allowing further innovation of
the principles to other relative areas.

Kanter made obsenrations about both individuals and coqporatioru

in which change is encouraged and appreciated. 'The corporations that

will

succeed and flourish in the times ahead

will be those that

have

mastered the art of change: creating a climate encouraging the

introduction of new procedures and new possibilities, encouraging
anticipation of and response to external pressures, encotuaging and
listening to new ideas from inside the organization." (p.) 49
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Her observation of the reward system for the innovators is revealing
and unexPected. She says, 'The incentives for initiative....are situational
rather than material for a good reason. Hope of obtaining conventional
rewards seems to play very little role in stimulating innovativeness.
...The reward system in irurovative companies emphasizes inaestmntt

in

people and projects rather than payment for past senrices-for example,

moving people into jobs for which they must stretch or grving them
resources to tackle projects th"y define (Kanter, p. 1S4).

I(anter's prescient observation in this 1984 book bears repeating:
As America's economy slips further into the doldrums,
innovation is begirming to be recognized as a national priority.
But there is a clear and pressing need for more innovatiory for we
face social and economic ctranges of unprecedented magnitude
and variety, which past practices cannot accommodate ind which
irutead require innovative responses (Kanter, p. 1g).
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V:

FRASER AS "CHANGE MASTER"

As established in the preceding chapter, Kanter makes a welldocumented case for the dimate and circumstances in which an
entrepreneur is most likely to advance change in a coqporation.

In her Change Masters model, Kanter establishes five major
"Building Blocks of Change: From Innovation to Institutionalization"
that in combination can increase a company's capacity to meet new
challenges (Iftnter, p. 290). It is my contention that these building
blocks of change or measurement elements can also be applied to

political leaders who aspire to move public attitudes and practices from
current, generally accepted norms to those that are different in both
direction and content. Specifically, Kanter's model can be used by

public officials who seek to transform specific public attitudes and the
way in which they affect policies. By analyzing the factors, or "forces,"
that Kanter identifies as surrounding the impetus to institute change in
business, one can perceive that those same factors, or forces, are parallel

to those occurring in the political arena, which could indicate an
alteration from normal procedures or processes is required: change.

I believe that Minneapolis Mayor Donald M. Fraser should be
considered a change master in the political tield in much the same
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frame that Kanter constructs for those in the corporate world. Since I
have identified and clarified in Chapter IV the five "forces" upon which
the Kanter model is formulated, I

will apply

the model to a non-

coqPorate environment, specifically to a large city mayoral office.

Force

A.

Departures from Tradition. Kanter refers to "departtrres

from tradition" as activities that occur, generally at the grass-roots level,
that deviate from organizational expectatiorrs. Either these are driven

by entrePreneurial innovators, or they "happen" to the organization in
more passive fashion (Iftnter, p. 290). In a

sen^se

a

the "departure" for

Mayor Fraser occurred from outside the city of Minneapolis when
federal funding for public prograurs was slashed, and from inside when,
as irmovator, he decided to seize that opportunity as a means

of

initiating city+ponsored prograilrs to fill the void.
The "outside" forces were already operating when Mayor Fraser

won his first election victory in 1979 on the eve of a presidential election

in which the federal budgetary realignments would be drastically
altered' He won re-election in 1981, 1.985, and 1989 and experienced
first-hand the tremendous effect diminished federal and state dollars
had on social welfare prograurs for Minneapolis residents in need. The
document, Trouble at

tlu

Core: The Twin Cities llnder Sfress concluded

that the core areas of Mirureapolis and St. Paul had
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population by 1990 but almost half (48%) of its poor people. Core-area
children living in poverty had increased 27T" since 1980, indicating how
entrenched poverty had become in the cities, which were now without
federal financial assistance (Trufile at tlu Core, p.

8). Most budget

cuts

received congressional approval because public attitudes toward the
disadvantaged, welfare recipients, and the results of programs to assist
those in need were viewed by constituents in negative terms.

According to one analyst:
The cutbacks in human senrices since the 1980 election of Ronald
Reagan have firrther exacerbated the poverty rate among women
and cttildren. Since 1980 there have been significant cuts in
Medicaid, in maternal- and child-health programs, and in firnds
for comrnunity health centers and for family plarming progranu.
Aid to Families with Dependent Children has been slashed a total
of over $2 billion. Child nutrition programs were crrt drastically
in 1.981. The food stamp program was cut sharply in the 1982
fiscal year and in tiscat 1983 as well; total cuts exceeded $2 billion
a year.

In the area of employment, the Reagan administration has
eliminated all training and employment programs under the
Compreherrsive Employment and Training Act (CETA), reduced
funding for the Youth Employment Demorutration Proiects Act
by 80 percent, for the Surrrmer Youth Employment Program by 20
percent, and added "workfare" requirements under Aid to
Families with Dependent Children." (Sidel 1985, pp. 21,30.
1r1).

The loss of funding could not be singled out as tlu cause of
societal ills. "C1early," Mayor Fraser said in a May t992 interview in the
Minnmpolis Star Tribune, "it would be nice to have more money, but it's
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not clear how we should use it. The money we spent in the past has
not produced results that go to the heart of our problems." He specified
that money should be targeted more thoughffully.

Having served in Congress from 1953 to Lg79, Fraser was aware of
the difficulties, on a national scale, of expressing minority opinioru in
hopes of making a change of course in an evolving social agenda.
Demographics presented a woeful vision of urban problems all in
ascendancy: teenage pregnancy; single parent families; those who are
Poor, homeless, jobless, underemployed and without essential healthcare
(Cnsis at the Core, P. 45). Fraser probably would not accept th* p*pular

belief that the basic cause of these problems was a lack of federal
dollars, he might argue that some policies in Washington certainly had
an adverse effect and ought to be amended. "Because of current federal

programsr" Fraser said, "women are encouraged to marry the welfare
system rather than the father of their child"" (Star Tribune,
1993,

April

L9,

p. 2B). Ort the other hand, in a 1gg1 interview he said, "I have

trouble with those who believe we will be saved out of Washington."

(Iilm News, summer-fall 1gg1)
The financial crtrnch and exploding urban problems became the evil

twins that, to Fraser, obviously would not respond to traditional
methods of amelioration. Understanding the dire consequences these
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two conditions could have for Mirureapolis if left adrift, Fraser took

a

positive approach and began to catalogue resources that could be
marshalled for studying the situation. Kanter speaks of the value of this
aPProach

thus: "Arr unfortunate number of change efforts seem to begin

with the negative rather than the positive: a catalogue of problems,

a

litany of woes. But identification of potential, description of strengths,
seeurs to be a better-and faster-way to

begin." Her caution, however,

is that deviant events do not by themselves produce major change
(Kanter, p.292) Kanter's advice and Fraser's coruideration were
matches here, since he regarded the emanative financial and

demographic crisis attentively and decided to grve

it top priority. As

Kanter suggests, a response to the event appears to be required (Kanter,

p. 292). To see social problems increasing while social conditions are
worsening was an event that Fraser chose not to ignore.

At a time when the emphasis from Washington was the elimination
of government involvement in social programs and hence financing,
Mayor Fraser took the opposite approach by deciding to involve
government directly into people's lives by championing programs to
stabilize families.

All municipal

leaders, including Fraser, had to make

do with less and that was a management component of their position.
Yet Fraser moved beyond passive acceptance of the funding loss to an
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active and aggressive management of social

ills. [n a State of the City

address on January 15, 1986, Fraser identified the problem he saw and

offered his response to

it. He said:

We've got to start a revolution right here in downtown and in the
neigtrborhoods of Mirureapolis...We're watching too many
youngsters in otrr commtrnity growing up with inadequate
nurturing, no positive role models, lack of basic skills, low selfesteem, and even lower expectatiorrs about what th*y can do in
the world...We've got to bridge the gap between the primarily
white, primarily childless adults in this city and the families
whose children may be at risk because of poverty or other
circumstances. We're going to foment the revolution in a
reasoned way...being able to demorrstrate a measurable change
through the twenty years which it takes for a generation to grow
uP.

"fmpending crisis or obvious problems that cannot be solved by

traditional mearu lead the organization to search for a solution to grab,
and so the deviant idea is pushed forward," Kanter notes. While the

traditional framework of handling social problems via spending
Programs was being disassembled, Fraser looked at the results of

welfare and enhancement programs rather than mourning their loss.
Kanter reflects on these "unplanned opportunities" as occasions for
entrepreneurs to step forward with an idea where no one else cares
enough to prevent a little deviance (Kanter, p. 291).

According to Kanter, this type of activity amounts to "moving
beyond the job-as-given. In so doing, Fraser anticipated resistance.
Critics argued that social prograrns are more appropriately handled at
5t
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the county, state or federal level. They wanted other levels of
government to participate in the tax burden that such an effort would

incnr

(Minnesota Monthly, December 1992, p.

tt2).

Minneapolis City

Council leadership called the (Mayor's) effort more philosophical than
practical and wanted evidence that such efforts would

work (lnterview,

Iuly 5, 1990).
Those City Corrncilmembers who were entrenched in historical ways

of dealing with issues would have to be persuaded that the old
methodology was forever lost. Tlre initiatives, the funding, the
prograrns were gone, but the problems remained.
Fraser was already becoming disenchanted with federal prograurs,
so to investigate other means of handling critical issues on a municipat

level was intriguing. As a departure from tradition characteristic,
Kanter refers to this type of activiff as "a foundation of experience to
use to solve new problems as they arise or to replace existing methods

with more productive ones." (I(anter, p. 291). others in the city
recognized the need to innovate and corutruct new approaches to

recurrent social problems and affirmed Fraser's initiative. The head of
one organization, a direct spin-off from Fraser's commitment to youth,

defined his leadership as "unborrnd by tradition." She described Fraser
as "ready to accept new challenges and not be tethered to the
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integrity of a practice is not insured by its longevity," she pointed out.
"Fraser was a decade ahead of the pack in recognizing the need for an

emphasis on shoring up the resources of the family and making an

uilffavering commitment to that end," she noted (Interview, JuIy 5,
1gg0).

Some critics have portrayed Fraser as a distant mayor who is

disproportionately concerned with 'big picture" social issues, to the
detriment of the nuts-andtolb machinations of the city. But his
suPPorters disagree. They say the traditional role of the mayor as city

custodian is outdated, and that in time of shrinlsing federal help, local

goveffrnents need to deal with social

ills.

There is some evidence that

others are picking up the trend; Fraser has already used his position as

vice president of the League of Cities (he is president for 1993) to create
a forum

for children's and family issues (Minnesota Monthly, p.

At the December

112)

1992 meeting of the League of Cities, much of

Fraser's ideology managed to both shock and serye other mayors.
Fraser said he intended to energize the League to become aggressive

and lobby not only for cities, but also for a new sryle of governance.
Such an agenda is still unfamiliar to some city officials, more
accustomed to limiting their scope to pothole repair and good trash

pickup. At the meeting, Woodrow Stanley, mayor of Flint, Michigan,
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said, "Governrtent has to be an active partner in protecting families and

children. Cities used to be seen as collectors of taxes, street plowers,
garbage haulers. In the

futue, w€ will have to look to human issues."

Stanley acknowledged that many in local government are still
uncomfortable with that approach, saying that sudr exterrsive social
services were never needed in the past. "And
has been an absolute deterioration

ifs tnre," he said. "Tttere

in the pillars that kept

a commtrnity

together. But you can't just sit around and pine for the old days. The
reality is, we have to deal with the fact that if we don't do these things,
they won't get done, and otu cities will suffer." (Star Tribune, December
2, L99z, p. tB).

Kanter surnmarizes the way that change occurs as the result of

a

"departure from tradition" or "deviant event" thus:
Perhaps enough similar instances of the (deviant) event or idea
accumulate slowly over time so that at some point, definition of
the organization's cenEal tendency changes in resporue to the
new reality-a very slow process. Or the organization has
mechanisms for the transmission of positive innovations to other
sectors which might take advantage of them. or, finally,
imqgnding crisis or obvious problems that cannot be solved by
traditional mearu lead the organization to search for a solution to
grab, and so the deviant idea is pushed fonuard (Iftnter, p. Zgz).
Fraser's assimilation of information regarding children and families

coupled with his determination to effect change for them was decidedly
a departure from tradition similar to that set out by Kanter as "Force A."
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The presentation of "City's Children 2007" on August 10, lgSB was

tangible proof of Fraser's "departure from Eadition." The document-"A
Vision of the Future for our Children and a Plan to Assure their Well-

heing"-was entirely new to Minneapolis as was iE origination in the
Mayor's office.
Fraser's "departure from tradition" confonn to the Kanter model.
Events which occuffied outside the city of Minneapolis' organizational

structue had definite bearing on just how the city would be governed,
what changes in direction and focus would be initiated, and what form
those approaches would assume. Fraser responded aggressively to the
need he saw and was prepared to "move beyond the job-as-given" to
establish new and more productive methods of dealing with societal

problems as they \ rere manifested in Mirrneapotis.
Force

B. Crisis or Galvanizing EvenL As discussed in the Chapter

IV, Kanter identified the need for a crisis or galvanizing event if the
change master is to prevail. She darifies this perspective by placing the

event as either outside the organization or at least not within the

organization's ctrrrent operating framework. For Fraser, this galvanizing
event ocflrrred in 1984 with the completion and tabulation of results of
a survey taken by a gXoup of businesspeople. That study disclosed and

identified a rapidly growing poot of hard-to-employ adult residents in
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MinneaPolis and iltrustrated the correlation between children's education
and their ability to find jobs as adults. At first glance, these data
aPPeared to signal distress for ttrose directly involved in business and

workforce profiles or general labor market trends and as such, it was
arguably not an item to receive top priority in the mayor's office. Yet

it

was especially troubling for Fraser who viewed the data as particularly

problematic and in league with other social concerru, such as academic
achievement, teenage pregnancy, and the increasing numbers of single

parent families. The sun/ey results had definite bearing on the
economic well-being of Minneapolis' citizenry, and that competled
Fraser to examine the implications more closely (Interview

]uly

S, 1gg0).

The fact that adults were not work-ready indicated to Fraser that

perhaps negative conditions along the life developmental continuturr

were contributing factors: problems in infancy and early childhood,
school and learning-related difficulties, or stressful family situations.

From that, Fraser conduded that a significant portion of the Minneapolis
population was disadvantaged in a lvay that could not be readily
dismissed. To ignore the signs of a deteriorating work force and allow
the trend to continue could erode the vitality of the entire

city.

Fraser

thus had reached what Kanter describes as the critical point because the
event or crisis has a demand quatity and seemed to require a respon^se.
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That resPonse was partially framed by the statistical evidence that
had been mounting in the 80s showing the rapid growth in single

parent homes, births to single womeru and nunber of persons
unemPloyed who were Mfumeapolis residents (State of

tlu City IgSg, pp.

2-10) At the same time there Hras a sigfficant decrease in average
income and property values in the city. (State of the City 1985)

If

anything, the business survey was the foregone conclusion of data
accumulated from other sources for other purposes. For example, The

Urban Land Institute used eleven measurements to establish
"community health indicators'1 in two representative census tracts in

Minneapolis. It revealed significant increases in female heads of
households, rental properties, crime, and unemployment while
educational attainment, income and work status declined. (Conmunity
Health Indicators, L990). Those indicators and the convergence of
PoPulation information that showed negative trends and the profile of
the city's work force surfaced at a time when less emphasis, both

Prograrlmatically and tinancially, was being given to amelioration. To
ignore their implications or to make bold intervening actions could
extract a political price. As Ruth sidel observes:
The developmelt of programs for particular groups is sometimes
necessary-the elderly, people with certain diiabilities, and those
who havg-urtderg€ne extreme oppression need special attention
and specific services. But singling out groups has its negative
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side as well, for it often stigmatizes those individuals and pits
one SrouP against another. Day care for welfare recipients causes
resentrtent in the working class; special subsidies to one group
caus,e divisions between it and other possibly equally needy
groups (Sidel, p. 196).
Fraser would not sit idly

by. He chose to position himself so that

all his efforts were directed toward improving family support systems
and thus reducing the nurnber of hard-to-employ adults. A documentCiW's Childrm: 2007- resulted from months of interagency plaruring and

it provided a compreherrsive plan for dealing with a new generation of
Minneapolitaru. The introduction to City's Children: 2007 lays out his
plan and commitment:
City's Children: 2A07 is a strategic plaruring program, working to
ensure the positive development of Minneapolis children and
youtt-t over the next 20 years. It is a project of the Mirrneapolis
Youth Coordinating Board (MYCB), an intergovernmental
o.rganization sponsored by the City of Mirmeapolis, Hermepin
County, Minneapolis Public Ubrary-ana
Board, Mirureapolis puU[c
fthooli and the Mirmeapolis Park
Reueation fuard. Th€
MYCB was created to improve the ability of pubtic ageneies and
services to promote the health, s#ety, education and development
of the community's youth, to improve coordination among youthserving agencies and local government, and to identify andremedy conditions which hinder the full developmeni of youth
(Introduction).
Fraser's assessment of the complexity of this crisis appears to

congruent with the Kanter model. She points out that rather than

writing off potential external problems, an integrative approach to
perceived problems

will tie problems to larger wholes,
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as symPtomatic of larger dangers, and as a result prepare earlier

preventive responses (I(anter, p. 293) I(anter's examination of
corPorations revealed that once an event was identified as a "crisis,"
others could be mobilized to search for an ir,novative response. In the

introduction to City's Children: 2007, Fraser identified the "crisis"

as

bringing full development to a city's generation of ctrildren and called
uPon cooperation across agency and jurisdictional lines to ensure a
resPonse. Often in the political arena, responding to problems as they
emerge aPPears to be the preferred, established management mode; that

treating the symptoms rather than causes is trsually the basis of social
reform intervention and legislation. Crisis management is not effective
when dealing with personal issues. As Lisbeth Schorr suggested:
Professionals, politicians, advocates, and caring citizerrs must all
Fve greater attention to the detailed questions of how
bureaucracies actually deal with people. They must come to
recognize that when it comes to health, social services, and
education for high-risk families, how individuals are treated is
central to whether the service works (sctrorr, p. zr7).

For Fraser to coruider establishment of city+ponsored social
Programs whose scoPe is fundamentally composed of preventive
Programs and measures would be a significant departure from
established norrns. Marshalling directiory efforts, and funds to influence

public attitudes and perceptions regarding the disadvantaged is a sure
way to stimulate, antagonize, and polarize the electorate. Responding to
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this crisis would not be quick or easy because

it could require some

participants to recoruider their autonomy and adjust to changing

conditions' Not only that, change is probably more difficult to ilstitute

in a dedining economic environment than during periods of growth and
proeperity. I(anter observes that corporatiorrs facing heightened
competition, plummeting sales, and more regulation have greater

difficulty introducing a new strategy because so much insecurity about
the future already exists. To introduce another unknown quantity into
the equation requires significant uphill effort. For Fraser, the timing of

his social reform initiatives was less than fortuitous because the second
Reagan term was about to begin.

To open a disctrssion employability and its relation to other common
concerns, Fraser held a series of meeti*gs in February 1995

with

individuals and rePresentatives of various organizatiorrs he felt had a
direct interest in the problem, or "crisis." participants included
rePresentatives from the county, school, part and library boards, day
care, and various youth, business and community agencies. These were

informal, exploratory exchanges of irtformation. Fraser's two basic
questions at those sessions were: What is the underlying problem?

How do we address it? Those discussions pointed to an involvement of
the whole human developmental continuum in work readiness and
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employability. Childhood development became the first component to
receive specialized attention. Specifically, prenatal through age six

would be targeted in order to improve school readiness. The
Miruteapolis Youth Coordinating Board was established and its first
project was a plan to coordinate existing senrices for children ages 0

through 5 and supplement them with home visits by community aides

for at-risk families. This was the first step.
one particularly engrossing aspect of Fraser's decisive
commitsnent to issues involving children and families is that his new
focus was aimed at an area which normally was "not his thing,'l
according to a former deputy. 'Tt took him a while a warm up to the
idea, but his whole emphasis has always been the empowerment of
people," she pointed

out. It was Fraser's ability to respond to and

synthesize a problem which led him to embark on changing methods

and attitudes regarding children and families, change the way problems
were viewed.
Once Fraser had embraced the continuum concept, the cohesiveness

of Fraser's leadership surfaced. According to the deputy involved with
the original coordi*ating council, Fraser said in effect, "Look, we're still
here with staff people, we've got to get the dout of the 'powers that be'

if we really want to make a difference." Fraser then engineered the Joint
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Powers agreement in 1985. This historic document formed a
partnershiP between the City of Mirmeapolis, the Minneapolis School

District, the Library Board, the Park and Recreation Board and
Herurepin County.

All signators enabled Minneapolis to establ.ish

the

Youth Coordinating Board, an interagency effort to focus on children
and family issues (see Appendix for copy of document).
Fraser found an ally

in a Minneapolis School's superintendent who

helped sharpen and reinforce Fraser's focus on children (Minnesota
Monthly, p.115). The schools had just completed a five-year
reorganization plan which dosed or consolidated many buildings and
decreased staff, especially counselors, nurses and other support

personnel. This five-year plan was in response to decreasing revenues

while in the classrooms more children presented problems associated

with societal upheaval. Those probtems were increased truancy and
transient population, teenage pregnancy, poverty, the influence of crime

and Sang-related activities. These changes in the school system left
service voids which closely paralleled those the mayor's office had

noted. The collaboration between the offices of the superintendent and
the mayor exemPlified the interagency activity which became the

hallmark of the MirTneapolis initiative for children and families.

Although family related issues might not have been Fraser's "thing"
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kids who grew up healthy, resilient, skilled and educated were. Fraser
apparently concluded that the stability of children and families would
be reflective of the success of a city he was elected to senre. A former

deputy was not surprised that Fraser would undertake the ctrallenge
because "the Mayor is superior in intellectual leadership and the

articulation of ideas or idea1s." The mayor seemed to trnderstand that
lack of job readiness was not an isolated symptom but part of a larger
phenomenon. Kanter obsenred:

"A tendency to isolate problems-more accurately, pieces of
problems-in segmented subunits, and a reluctance on the part of
each subunit to admit to being trnable to handle its piece
adequately, will result in less ability to perceive earlier crises
before they add up to full-blown disasters." (Kanter, p.zgl)
Fraser's reaction and actions relative to the employability of

MirureaPolis residents parallels the examples Kanter set forth as

"galvanizing events." Moreover, Fraser's response to the crisis as well

as

the solidified plan for manag"g it brings him fully into the "Change
Master" model. As Kanter noted:

But neither deviance nor crisis alone guarantees changes without
the next two conditiorrs in place: leadership for making strategic
decisions in favor of change and creating an orderly plin, andindividuals with enough power to act as "prime mov-ers" pushing
for the implementation of changes once the decision has been
made (Kanter, p.29$,
Fraser's grasp of the urgency and scope of the "galvanizn1 event"
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was noted by an editorial writer for the Star Trthune on June 28, 1989.

He stated 'The National Alliance of Business says that by 1995 la

million Americans may be unprepared for availabte jobs. That's a social
and economic time bomb thafs been called potentiatly more damaging
than the national deficit. Defusing that bomb should be everyone's

iob-

starting with closer business+ducation links. That makes the mission of
the Youth Trust vital for Minneapolis' future." The Youth Trust-a
Fraser concept-is a partnership of government, business, schools, labor

and corlmunity groups that helps expand job opportunities for city
youths and recruits mentors to ensure that young people are prepared

for those jobs.
The similarities betr,treen Kanter's model and Fraser's initiative

involve efforts to mobilize others to respond to a crisis that has
demand quality about

it.

a

Like those in Kanter's case studies, Fraser

moved quickly to involve those who were immediately or tangentially
involved with the crisis he had identifies: hard-to-employ
Mirureapolitans. Fraser sought their input to formalize a resporue to the

problem. More importantly, once convened the group discovered
corunon areas of interest and remained united to deal not only with the
current crisis, but others which might emerge in the

futue. Kanter sees

this fonndation as basic to the continued successful response mectranism
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that grrds successful corporate innovation.
The differences between the corporate and political sectors Iies in

structure. Kantet's corporate model has limitations in that the whole
Process takes place

within the confines of a particular corporation. In

that context, there already is a common goal of producing a product or
service and the hierarchial organization is geared toward that conunon

goal. In Fraser's

case, the

milieu is the city, but the lines of

resPonsibitity are less dearly drawn. In effect, the bureaucrary of
government would be his chief organization, but to accomplish his goals
he had to focus the city goveffirment on families and childreru step out

of those boundaries and seek the collaboration of other agencies and
organizatioru in addition to support from the public. Since the goals of
others outside the mayor's office might not always be in tandem, the
element of coalition building was especially important. Each

participating agency or organization had its particular method of

operating. This collaboration could be compared to deparhents within
a corPoration, but those departrnents are still united under one
corPorate identity. Fraser's program was intended to secure the support

of all parties although the participants maintained their individual
identities.

ln one way, this could be viewed
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Kanter discusses in that the various organizations were physically and
philosophically separated from one another. But the approaches
illustrated by Kanter and employed by Fraser to initiate the action are

parallel. "Change masters" have the ability to recognize a crisis early
and determine if it is symptomatic of larger dangers and prepare earlier
preventive responses. In additiorU the culture of ctrange in innovating
companies may promote in people the desire to define events as "crises"

that can be used to mobilize others around the search for an innovative
response (Kanter, p.293. But
Force

C:

Strategic Decisions. At this point, Fraser-the leader--

emerges, or enters, to develop the strategies which

will direct the

departures of Force A to deal with the problems inherent in Force B:
the departure from tradition that

will deal with

the crisis. Success here,

Kanter states, is dependent upon a strong leader who can articulate
direction and avoid

drift.

She says these leaders create a vision of a

possible future that allows themselves and others, building upon present
capacities and sEengths, to see more clearly the steps to take, resulting

from Force A and Force B, to get there.
The winter of L985 meeting convened by Mayor Fraser--noted

previously for the diversity and scope of its participants-produced two
critical commitments. First, a five-part colloquirun was held in which
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adolescent pregnancy and parenting were discussed and, more

importantly, a three-year program was approved and two persons to
staff it were hired. Secondly, a Youth Coordinating Board was
established which would (1) focus on careful thinking for making

institutional change regarding family issues, (2) promote youth as a
resource, and (3) continue to deal with agencies on short-term issues

(Conversation of July 5, 1990).

At this jtrncture, Kanter obsenres that the leader's deliberate,

concise

articulation of what may have been only embryonic up to then
rePresents "change" to the organization. Once departures from tradition

have given the organization some experience with the new way, such
leader action is important to crystallize change potential (Kanter, p.
zes).

As a result of meetif,Bs, their findings and the existence of hard-toemploy Minneapolis citizens, Fraser decided to commit himself and his
office to reformi*g concepts, policies and programs that had
consequences upon

individual development along the entire life

continuum. There appeared to be a relatiorrship between the conditions

in child's life and his or her later employability and Fraser intended to
explore remedies for the entire continuurn, not just selected

parts.

2Gyear vision of the ideal Mirrneapolis community was set forth in
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City's Children: 2007. It said:

In the year zWT the ideal Minneapolis community...
I. ...is one in which the basic needs of every person are met
in order to permit each ctrild to fully benefit from

tr.
m.
ry.
V.

developmental opportunities.
...Promotes the full development of every child in the areas
of physical, social, emotional, cognitive and moraUspiritual
growth.
...recognizes, ptactices and teaches evolving community
values that reflect both the diversity and the shared
destiny of the comururrity.
...demonstrates a collective commihent to the raising and
development of children.
...has economic, environmental and political systems that
promote the health, development and well-being of
children (p. 12)

The 'shot across the bow' regarding Fraser's intention to focus on

families was fired in December 1987 with the advent of 'Focus on

Human Development." This document prepared by Fraser's deputy
under his direction sewed as the framework upon which all succeeding
efforts would be corrstructed. The introductory remarks bear reading in
total because the themes established therein would be embellished and
reiterated for the ensuing six years.
Recognrzing that changes in the structure of the family and of the
economy have,led to the growth of economically, socially and
educationally disadvantaged households, Mayoi Fraser has
focused his attention on increasing the community's resources to
suPPort the self-sufficiency of individuals and families.
Fraser has concentrated on basic needs for housing, health care,
nutrition and education for disadvantaged residents along the
continuum of human development from birth to adulthood. The
Mayor is seeking to prevent dependency at later points in the
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developmental continuum by strengthening support early in life

for later self-sufficienry.

Because municipal senrices supported by city funds are usually
related to the public infrastructure of streets, sanitation and
public safety, Fraser's interests in human development do not

match up with either the mtrnicipal budget or with typical
mayoral duties. FIis emphasis is increasingly shared by other bigcity rnayors, however, who see that the social and economic ills of their residents are not being addressed coherenfly by other
public or private jurisdictions. Given the sporadic cutbacks in
federal support for human service programs and the lack of
coherent policy-making at the state and county levels, the city
must assume the responsibility for assembling public/private
resources to develop comprehensive human development
programs (Interoffice document, Decernber t9B7)

A description of Fraser as leader needs to be induded

here because

believe it further identifies the political "entrepreneurship" he
demorrstrated regarding these circumstances. Seizing an opportunity is
characteristic of business entrepreneurs, especially

if one feels

she or he

has the experience, skill, and disposition to be successful. A political

analyst said of

him:

"Fraser has shown us time and time again that he

is willing to stand by his principles, no matter the price. This has been
tnre for a diverse array of issues, includi.g international human rights,
reproductive choice, gun control, protection of the Boundary Waters
Canoe Area, and welfare reform. While his underlying values are
steadfast, he is willing to consider new ways of achieving them. With

much talk of a leadership void in our country, it is refreshing to listen

to Don Fraser, a public official who leads with the power of his ideas
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and the strength of his convictions." (Idea Nerus, suruner-fall

91.,

p. 2).

An editorial in the Mfnneapalis Star Tibune in February !993, stated:
"what Mayor Fraser could do he has done well, especially his
pioneering leadership in bringing together the city's balkanized
departrnents and boards in an overall strategy of family support and

efficient service." Another profile offered this insight:
Fraser's stint as mayor of Minneapolis-longer than any other,shas seen change and contradiction. He has ruled during times of
increasing crime and poverty. He has raised taxes. He has dared
to rail against the welfare system and has said discussion of
values is a necessary element to saving otrr cities. And, he has
bitterly with the city council about what could appear to
-f""Sl!
be self-senring issues, especially increasing the power oi ihe
mayor's office. Yet he has never had a serious tha[enger, and
his popularity rating has remained amazingly high. H; is
perceived as an enduring-and endearing-character (Minnesota
Monthly, December 1992, p. 112).

Also, Fraser is not an archetypical politician. Despite his tenrrre in
politics, he remains an anomaly. A political analyst explained:
Bu-cking th9 traditional image of the glib, swashbuckling
poliFcia+ he comes to us somewhat rumpled and laden with an
armload of the latest poverty statistics. fn a world where power
often goes to those who yell the loudest, Don Fraser listens. At a
time when gladhanding and smooth tatking are the nonn, he has
been memorably described as the "anti-schmoozer (Idm Nrrr,s,

Summer-Fall, 1991).

To focus direcfly and corutantly on these more compelli.g but less
dramatic issues, Fraser joined the sparse ranks of those who, despite
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valiant efforts, have made little headway in bringing concerru of
children and families to the forefront of national debate. Among those
champions are Representative Patricia Schroeder, Marian Wright
Edelman of the Children's Defense Fund, author Michael Harrington,
and physician T. Barry Brazelton. Locally, maintaining a high

municipal bonding rating, sefl,ring more and better trained police
officers and delivering new development projects are the usual fare of

mayors-tinkering with social concerns usually isn't. Urban mayors deal

with prograrns that attack crime, the infrastructure, and housing, but
Fraser views it, they avoid direct confrontation

as

with the real problem:

the dedine of the family (Star Tribune, May 5, Lwz, p.

t4).

Fraser has

worked tirelessly and long on the League of Cities to make his issue
their issue. Family concerns has now bubbled to the top of the national
agenda now that newly+lected President Bill Clinton has placed the

executive branch squarely on the side of children's issues.

As a white male policy maker, Fraser is in the company of others
Iike himself. But by championing children and family issues, he is
notable among those activists because very few are white males. Many

prominent white males speak out in support of children's issues and
project that stance in election material, but they choose to separate those
concerns from larger issues such as deficit reduction and defense
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sPending and are not open to new ways of tooking at old issues. For
Fraser, these are not "women's or children's issues" but concerns that

requires eaeryune's ftrndamental involvement.

His deputy observed: "It was not a problem for him to stand out in
this leadership role as a white male, even a white older male. He was
intellectually oriented to accepting the gravity of the issues and once
convinced of that reality,

it didn't

make any difference to him that his

Peers held a different view, or were reluctant to address a fundamental

ctrange in attitude. He has been

in politics a long time and understands

the problems of advancing an trnpopular issue, so he was not naive
about the difficulties that lay ahead. Once he was converted to

prioritizing kids and families, he would persist."
Fraser is not cynical about the role of governrnent, but argues that

money should be targeted more thoughtfully. He appears convinced
that government can successfully build supportive communities through
clear focus, preventive and interceptive prograru, interagency

cooperation, and long-term commitment.
Fraser also recognizes that he needed surrogates to deliver on his

convictions.
The most cortmonalities between lfunter's model and Fraser are

found in the area of strategic decisions. These critical similarities can be
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surlmed trp most succinctly in this "force":

t)

the leader articulates what was only embryonic

2')

a deliberate and corucious articulation of a direction is

offered

3)

the leader builds on present capacities and strengths

4)

overlaps and communication channels and team
mechanisms keep ideas circulating

5)

smaller decisions are made over time

5)

new strategies build new methods.

In corporations, a business strategy is a necessity and the ability
to develop such a strategy follows a pattern. A hierarchy is in place

with a mechanism for delivering measurabte profitability and/or
results. In the political atmosphere of the mayor's office, the
administration is measured by the effectiveness of programs and how
the public is served. Po1itics, however, can often inhibit leadership

if

the political winds and waters are always tested before crucial decisions
are made and implemented. Fraser's behavior conforms to Kanter's

model because he was a leader who seized the political imperative by
acting forcefully on an issue while assuming the risk involved with his

irrnovation. It is in this key area-strategic decisiorrs- where l(anter
identifies the need for early and effective leadership.
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Emergent leadership occurs in Force C-+trategic decisions-and

Kanter found this repetition in her case studies. A transformation takes
place here in which "A new definition of the situation is formulated, a
ne\ff set of plarrs, that lifts the experiments of iruovators from the

periphery to center stage, that reconceptualizes them as the emergent

tradition rather than as departures from

it" (Iftnter, p. zg4). The

leadership role is pivotal in both the Kanter model and the Fraser
exPression of

it.

Kanter emphatically identifies the need for a leader to

superintend the progression on to Force D and
Force

D. Individual

E.

"Prime Movers.tt Fraser used the powers of

his office to both initiate and implement his agenda for supports for
children and their families. Basic among them was the power to
convene. Fraser's former deputy said, "The most important power that
the mayor has is the convening power. When he calls a meeting, people

come. If you are invited, you go."
Fraser's commitment to this focus on children and famities was

dearly enunciated. He also made it plain that he felt the problems were
not confined to resolution by his office alone, but that he was seeking
collaboration. He fully expected those present to share and support this
new strategy and to bring their particular resources to bear on
implementing new procedures and poticies to effect this agreed upon
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change. As Kanter points out, "Empowering champions is one way
T

Ieaders solidify commitrrrent to a new strategy." (IGnter, p. 296). The

idea is to diffuse and strengthen the power base by decentralizing it.
The leader is still pushing the idea, but srurogates are enlisted for their

support as well as for their ability to broadcast.
Fraser iruisted upon*and received-the cross agency collaboration

he needed to merge all available resources in order to provide senrices
along the life continuum he had targeted. Umbrella organizations

which sPan the developmental continuum induded: Minneapolis
Community Business Employment Alliance, Youth Coordinating Board,
Family l-earning Center and One-on{ne.
Those invited to sessioru with Mayor Fraser were from different
areas of interest, but their expertise and advice tvere critical to the

acceptance and realization that new policies and practices were required

to deal with the deficiencies ttrat children and their families were
experiencing. Representatives from diverse areas lvere sufirmoned:
school board, youth development, chief executive officers of
coqporatiorrs,

d"y care, human senrice, police, minority interest

organizations.
The framework for any outcomes was to fall into two main
categories:
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1) fostering coordination among public and private

agencies to

address developmental needs through "umhrella" organizations;

and

2) sporrsoring or lobbying for progtams to fill in gaps along
developmental

continuum (Interoffice document,

the

December

1e87).

Out of this initial convening evolved the Youth Coordinating Board
that agreed with Fraser in the entire life continuum needing attention

but that their first emphasis area would be confined to prenatal to age

six:

school readiness. From those origirrs sprang the 'Way to Gro\n"

program. This program was designed to coordinate existing senrices for
children prenatally and through age five and to supplement them with
home visits by community aides for at-risk families. It was to dovetail

with the United Way's "Success by Six" effort. While each of these
programs could successfulty stand apart and alone, "prime movers"
played an integral role in seeing that the programs developed were
parts of the overall plan and not an end result in themselves. Without
champions ensuring the creation of component parts and continuing to
focus on the total effort, the whole strategy would fall st oit of its goals.

A second major report in

1987 produced "Buildi^g the Workforce:
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Developing Youth Employability" spawned the Youth Trust. As the
former deputy explained, 'The reports said that ure need a corrsortium
that goes from pre$umry ttuough high school in order to assure work
readiness. Those umbrella organizations exemplified that belief.

It

dearly and simply stated that we don't want hard-to+mploy adults and
the only way to avoid that condition is to think about prevention all the

way from the begiruring. fumping in at various stages along the
continuum is the old way of treating the symptom rather than the
disease" (Interview, Iuly 1990)
One of Fraser's staunchest allies, and a convert to the new way of

thinking about social ills, is a local corporate leader. His advocacy
position locaIly on behalf of children's issues and on the Mirurcsota
Business Partnership provides him

with a select audience. The financiat

gains from intervention prograrns was apparent to this CEO. "A dollar
spent for prevention here is worth anywhere from $f to $10 later in
savings on social services and remedial education. You're going to pay

it, either now or later, so if you're a husinessman, the answer's obvious,"
he said (Star Tribune, March 3, 1991, p. ZaA).

At the conclusion of the Gulf War, this CEO delivered

a report from

the Committee for Economic Developrnent (CED) a policy and advocacy
SlrouP of 250 leading business executives that pointed out this country
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still has an "unfinished agenda." He reported that 'TJnless we act
swiftly and decisively to improve the way we invest in our most
important resotrrce-our nation's children-we are jeopardizing
America's sunrival as a free and prosperous society and condemning
much of a new generation to lives of poverty and despair" (Star
Tribune, March 3,L99L, p.24A).
The report echoes Fraser's earlier pronouncements.

It said ttmt

business executives, like the goverrrors and others g[appling

with this

challenge (child development and education) have come to understand

the complexity of the task. Th*y now realize that piecemeal efforts to
remove one or another roadblock from a child's path to adult

citizenship and economic self-reliance will not succeed.
The executive's commiturent is not lip-service, but real action. He
has turned over part of his company's headquarters to house a school

for teenage mothers. In the process he had to confront competing
btrreaucracies and rigid federal and state regulations. Not a tikely

battleground for a CEO but probably he considered it a just $rar. The

point here is not what this CEO's motivation was-financiat gain for
shareholders, corporate sunrival or social coruciotrsness-but the fact

that he recognized Fra$er's call for a change in outlook and management

of social ills.
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By recruiting others to carry forth the message and demonstrating

unwavering commitment, Fraser was performing in tandem with the
coqPorate entrepreneurs that Kanter cites.

In addition, Fraser had to

darify and reenforce his position at every opportunity. I(anter advises:
People in organizatioru are constantly trying to figrrre out what
their leadens rmlly mean-which statements or plans can be easily
ignored and which have command value. Leaders say too many
things, suggesting too many courses of action, for people to act
on all of them. Thus, prime movers have to communicate
strategic decisions forcefully enough, often enough, to make their
intentions clear, or they can run into the problems that arise
when zealous subordinates, trying to interpret vague statements
from the top, take strong action in the wrong direction (Kanter, p.
2e8)

To nnderscore and reiterate his dedication to supports for children
and families, Fraser incorporated this theme into every speech, before

any and every audience. FIe framed his annual State of the Cify
addresses around it, brought the issue before the national Conference of

Mayors, and set up a committee to deal with these concerrrs in the
National League of Cities. Fraser would become president of the
National League of Cities in 1993. Fraser constanfly reiterated his

theme. Said his former deputy, "He said it over and over; 25 versions of
the basic speech. He missed no one, no opportunity." (Interview, Iuly

1990). Kanter cites such activities as critical to the success of a change
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strategy:

A few clear signals, coruistently supported, are what it takes to
change an organization's culture and direction: signposts in the
morass of organizational messages. The job of prime movers is
not only to "talk up" the new strategy but also to manipulate
those symbols which indicate commiturent to it." (Kanter, p.298).

As mayor, Fraser used every opporfunity to introduce or expand
uPon his vision for children and families. Prior to the 1989 League of
Cities meeting, he told a reporter:

I think it's important for the cities to strengthen their focus on
families and children because many of the problems cities are
facing are tied to the problems of families. We've helped some
kids, but I would not want to claim ure've made a big dent in the
problem. That lies ahead of us. Now we're getting positioned.
We need to vastly increase the scale of the effort.... Ultimately
we want to have fewer hard-toemploy adults." (Star Tribune,
November 25,1.989, p. 11A).
Fraser's yearly state of the city addresses focused on children and

families in both subtle and overt ways, always cohesive in tying all
efforts and concerns to that central theme. In 1991, he reminded his
audience:

In the five years since I stood before you and asked for a twentyyear commitrnent to children, Mirrneapolis has become
recognized nationally for its innovative and collaborative
aPProaches to children's issues. We should not take those efforts
for granted. If we approactr the next fifteen years with the same
level of creativity and compassion we have witnessed thus far,
our city will continue to be a shining light among all our nation's
cities.

Lest anyone forget his focus, printed materials and audio visual aids
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used rePlicas of joined paper-cut figures of adults, children and houses

to illusEate the message. Those addresses were coupled with city
budget presentations which also reiterated his family focus. Fraser's
former deputy observed, 'The strategy (for securing a city-wide
emphasis on family) was to use two basic doctrments: the address and
the budget. Fraser took time to ttrink through what the priorities were

and how to proceed with them. In any world-political or otherwisethe primary tool is the budget. In the course of putting together the
budgetr

fou have a plarming tool"

Fraser used the budget as an implementing and negotiating tool.

A reporter for the Star Tribune of March 13, 1991, saw it this way:
One example of his loyatty to the city's children ocmrred last
year when the City Council, police chief and neigtrborhood
groups pleaded for more patrol officers. Fraser seized the
oppo$unity to barter for more children's programs, revising his
1.99L budget to increase the city's patrol officens by s0, but
matching each dollar spent on new officers with a dollar spent on
expanding city parks and recreational senrices, a coilununity
center for American Indian youths, surnmer jobs for 12-to-14ygq-olds, and a diversion progpam for first-time juvenile
offenders.
There are 5"500 kids a year born in this city. I think it's a very
important challenge that we're facing to make sure those kids
become tax-producers instead of tax+aters-mayk of more
importance than people realize.

Also, in his capacity as "prirne moverr" Fraser used other powers

of his office to ensure the continuation of his children and family
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suPPort programs. The unique continuum theme was critical and Fraser
announced early that he would never propose any poliry initiative from

his office that would last fewer than five years. His rationale was that
the mayoral term of office was four years and initiatives must span
elective office terms in order to be viable. To do otherwise would make
Programs vulnerable to political bargainirg. He determined that the
concept of institutionalizing change for the long term rffas extremely

important and could not be accomplished in short term piecemeal

efforts (Conversation Iuly 5, 1990). Fraser was particularly impressed
by the Programs that Lisbeth B. Schorr analyzed in her book Within Our
Reach: Brmking

tlu Cycle of Disadaantage (1.988. New York Doubleduy).

She wrote:

Highty successful local or courmunity interventiorrs in the areas
. of education, health, social senrices, and family support
dramatically contradict conservative assumptioru ibout the
inffactability of the problems of the truly disadvantaged." (Short,
Introduction).
...Therg are pourerful pressures to dissect a successful program
and select some one part to be continued in isolation, losing sight
of the fact that it was the sum of the parts that accounted for the
d,emorrstrated success (Schorr , p. 276).

Brick and mortar examples also remind residents of Fraser's
commitrnent to a corrsolidation of resotrrces. Neigtrborhood readiness
centers are being built to senre as focal points where an array of family
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services can be accessed. Even at the dedication of these facilities, he

continues to address his theme: a focus on families.

As a Force D "prime mover," Fraser was as powerful a figure
the corporate innovators Kanter identifies.

TTre

as

onus is upon the change

master to both produce and drive. Once the commihent is firmly in
place, the change master/leader marshals everything needed to

implement that change. There is, however, one particular difference
that bears noting. Mayor Fraser had much more tatitude than

a

co{Porate change master. The mayor is a more visible public figure and
as such he has significantly more opporttrnities, before many more and

diverse audiences, to promote his ideas. His is a sphere of influence

broader than the environment of the corporate innovator that is
generally more narrowly defined. The more exposure the change
master has, the greater the possibility of enlisting more advocates and

broadening the base of support.
The mayor also has the advantage of holding an office that is

more recognizable, symbolic, and capable of attracting patronage from

a

variety of people for a variety of reasons. The mayor is relatively
unbounded because of the political and public nature of his office,
whereas the corllorate change master often is limited to dealing with

problems within the confines of the corporation and "outside" support is
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not always a critical factor.
Force E. Action Vehicles. For Mayor Fraser to actually change the

ftrndamental way in which social services were initiated and

implemented, he had to ensure that each component of the coordinating
board had a plan or program in place to carry out those objectives.
Supporting and speaking about the needs of children and families

would not sufficiently encourage people to rethink positions. Offering
programs and directions from many allied sources that could be
discussed and evaluated would make conditions for possible change

viable.

It is in such a context that Kanter discusses the need for integtation.
As she views it, no matter how exceptional an idea is, if it is not
supported by a wide variety of others within the core, it

will remain

segmented and nnlikely to receive popular endorsement. She says:

The problem is not the association of an idea with a program, but
rather the existence of too few programs expressing the idea.
Changes take hold when they are reflected in multiple concrete
manifestation.s throughout the organization. After all, people's
behavior in organizations is shaped by their place in structures
and by the patterns those structures imply. It is when the
structures surrounding a change also change to support it that we
say that a change is "institutionalized"-that it is now part of
legitimate and ongoing practice, infused with value and
supported by other aspects of the system (Kanter, p. 299).
The success of the Fraser's effort hinged on the interaction of public
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and private agencies. Sharing goals was one step forward, but
translating them into functioning progranu was the critical second step.
The

will to support the effort had to be matched with the capacity. The

interaction would solidify ttre continuance of the programs and remove
them from the strictly political oversight by a single entity.
The goals of Fraser's irutovation were to enlist the direct

involvement of the MirTneapolis Schools, form a Youth Coordinating
Board, establish a board to examine the problems of adolescent
Pregnancy, and found the Youth Trust to enlist corporate support in

two areas: jobs for youth and mentors for them.
Fraser recognized the value of instituting "action vehicles" and

surunoned all the powers of his office to bring his vision to fruition and

to expand his authority even further. When he determined that the City
Council might oppose his plans and call them "social engineering" and
inappropriate to city governance, Fraser sought and achieved a ctrange

in the City Charter which would expand the mayoral term from two to
four years. As mentioned earlier, he also decided to frame the duration
of his suggested prograuls to span five years. This would ensure that
programs would remain in place despite changes in the political winds

and/or the presence of a ne\fl occupant in the mayor's office.
By broadcasting his vision and entisting the cooperation and support
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of others Fraser was performing in a manner suggestive of the
successful "change master" model Kanter identified through her

research. Fraser apparently understood the magnitude of the
trarrsformatiorrs that lvere needed as well as the magnifude of the
resPonse that would be

required. Of these insights, Kanter observed:

Three new sets of skills are required to mimage effectively i*
such integrative, innovation-stimulating envirorunents, where
individual "corporate entrepreneurs" work through participative
teams to produce small changes that can later add up to big ones.
First are "polver skills"-skills in persuading others to invest
informatio+ support, and resources in new initiatives driven by
an "entrepreneur." Second is the ability to manage the problems
associated with the greater use of teams and employee
participation. And third is an trnderstanding of how change is
designed and corrstructed in an organization-how the
microchanges introduced by individual irmovators relate to
macrochanges or strategic reorientatioru (Kanter, p. Bs).
Fraser had incorporated these three skills*power, management,

and understanding-into his program of supports for children and

families. He had recruited advocates among leaders in business,
education, and social senrice agencies; he helped diversify
resPonsibilities for programs by establishing boards with specific
objectives and encouragrng interagency teamwork, and fully integrated

the contributions of all participants into the larger goals of the total
effort.

By

1.988,

ttuee years after he tirst articulated his ideas for an

integrated plan to support children and families, Fraser had 33 "action
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vehides" in place. (See appendix). The goals had heen achieved and
were documented. Services all along the life continuum were provided,
there was broad based support and interagency cooperation coupled

with a variety of funding sources, and surrogates emerged to reinforce
the significance and depth of their commitrnent to families.
The "action vehicles" associated with corporate and potitical
change bear many similarities.

At this juncture, both are attempting to

irrstitutionalize the change being effected. Both corporate and political
change masters are inventing and establishi^g neur mechanisuts:
agencies, boards, teams, or surrogates whose purpose is to manage and

carry out the agreed upon goals. tr(anter identifies the necessity of

multiple concrete manifestations of corporate innovation for change to
be institutionalized. Again Fraser qualifies as change master according

to this Kanter imperative because of his cooperative school programs,

youth coordinating board, youth employment and mentoring
organization, neighborhood readiness centers, and coordinated day care
and social service providers. With the establishment and entrenchment

of a variety of programs, coordinated on an interagency basis, there is
Iittle likelihood of drifting from the agreed upon goals because so many
have a vested interest in the success of the endeavor.

Kanter concludes:
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It is when the structures strrrounding a change also change to
support it that we say that a ctrange is "institutionalized"-that it
is now part of legitimate and on-going practice, infused with
value and $upported by other aspects of the system (Kanter, p.
zee).

As Mayor Fraser prepares to leave office,

it can be said that his

efforts to rectify ways in which children and their families are more
appropriately appear to be finnly established and fully operational. The

]oint Powers Agreement has been in force since 1985, the Mirureapolis
Youth Coordinating Board continues to bring decision makers together

to collaborate on targeting resources for children and families, and
neighborhood readiness centers are either built or budgeted and on the

drawing board. For these concrete, ftrnctional and integrated systems to
be dismantled

will take the consummate skills of another

master."
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CHAPTER

I(anter's

VI:

OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Ch,ange lvlnsters

is described as "highly acdaimed" and

generally summarized thus: companies that integrate authority and

responsibility outperform those that narron/ly compartrnentalize it, and
success lies

in distributing power. The book could have been an arid

treatise on economics, but Kanter adds a non+conomic dimension. On
the face of it, her education and experience as a sociologist concerned

with societal relationships might seem out of step with business and its
interest in the flnancial bottom line, but

I ttrink her penspective in

arnlyzing corporations and entrepreneurs is broadened and errlranced
by her non-business experience. She not only found ffiical catalysts for
changes

in corporatioru, i.e. market swings or economic shifts, but also

spoke candidly about the distinctly human aspect that often drove

change: individuals who just didn't like each other.
Perhaps induding, or at least recogruzing, the element of human

nattrre in the equation makes l(anter's book more readable and

provocative. Thinking of entrepreneurs less as business automatons and
more as real people prompted me to overlay Iftnter's model on a
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political setting. Iudgrng from their behavior politiciaru often regard
themselves as a sphere unto themselves: not quite btrsiness, economics,

humanities, sociology or history majors or practitionens. But, they are
competitors within large organizations where power and influence

incubate. And, often, because of political realities, they are tethered to
the status quo.
So the question becomes: what does a politician--especiatly

in

a

"weak mayor" milieu- do when he or she sees a sifuation spinrring out

of control, an infusion of capital or other support is unavailable to get it
back into orbit, and old approaches are no match for the new problem?
This was Mayor Fraser's predicament and

I found it notable for its

coruistent parallels with Kanter's model.
One might argue that for every success that Kanter documented,
there was a failure. This is understandable given that some events that

could have an impact on a process are strictly out of one's control. Or
one could follow every step of Kanter's model and still

fail. What

remains is systematic formula that could be helpful.
There are so many challenges to the status quo, especially in politics
as the old ideologies of consenrative, moderate and radical are being

realigned. I do not think that politicians should be daunted by the
magnitude of difficutty in changing attitudes or shrink from the hard
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work involved in securing those alterations. From my analysis of
Fraser's work and comparison

with the Iftnter model, I believe that

there are more similarities in the people and the problems they face,
regardless of environment, than there are differences. Therefore,

I am

convinced the methodology and process involved spans from the
co{porate world to the political. It is helpful to see how change can be

instigated and institutionalized by those holding elected offices.
What results from Fraser's work is a lesson in how to achieve clear
focus, coalition buildin& empolverment, interagency cooperation,

elimination of rednndancy and efficient delivery of services-all of which
are corPorate objectives. The process Fraser used was consistent with
Kanter, he endured many of the same animosities and hostilities and
realized many triumphs. The good news is that similarities

in

the ways

things get done trarrscends the specific work environment. The bad
news is that some

will choose to ignore the good

news.

Could other political leaders benefit from the Fraser experience?
Possibly. Outcomes from following the Kanter model are not
predictable probably because l(anter, and I, have used a backward look
at what occurred and found patterrrs of similarities. Yet the

involvement of the "forces" in all cases does speak to their effectiveness.
Hanging on to fossilized responses when trlnng to cope with rapid
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changes in an urban area probably

will no longer he an effective

management too[. Bureaucracies in government are difficult to reform,

but it can be done, as Fraser has demonstrated. The essential elements
which Kanter has distinguished in the "five forces" are available for
replication by those who would be "change masters." Understanding
those forces and invoking the

will to act on them is what sets the

"change master" apart from peens.
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(Inside address)

Dear

_:

I am studying Mayor Fraser's involvement in support prograns f or children and

families and would appreciate your responding to the following questions
related to that issue. I request your permission to tape record our corversation
and assure you that all shared information will be kept in strict confidence.
Any reference to you or your organization/agency will be used in a manner
that will preserve your anonymity. Your responses are soley for the benefit of
Diane Ondrey and her research. The tapes and/or transcriptions will be
destroyed once the work has been completed.
Before our meeting, please consider the following:

1

How would you define the problems being experienced by children and
their families in Minneapolis?

")

If any corrective measures are needed, who should be responsible
them?

J.

for

How do you feel about public policy being directed at family
situatious?

4.
5.

Does Mayor Fraser's leadership in this area seem appropriate?

How would you describe the public reaction to the Mayor's support
for children and families?

programs
6.

\ilhy do you think the hlayor gives this issue such high priority?

7.

Can you comment on the Mayor's strategy in forwarding this issue?

8.

rilfhat was your role in the process?

q

What specific opposition to the Mayor's efforts ean you cite, and what,
in your opiniou, did he do about it?

10.

How would you assess the Mayor's overall effort?

t
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AGREEI{EI{T

.

FOR

I{I I{HEAPOL I S YOUTH

A

COORD

I I{AT I

IIG

BOARD

into by those governmental
agencies consenting hereto (trereinafter caJ'l the Participating
Part'i es ) f rom among the f ol. lowing Farti es (herei naf ter cal ied the
Eligib'l e Parties): The City of l{inneapo'l is, a I'tinnesota mdnicipal
corp0ratior,.hereinafter called "Cityn, the Special Schoo'l Distri ct i{0. I (i'li nneepol i s ), a i4i nnesota po'l iti cal subdivi sion,
hereinaf'-er ca'l'led lhe "Schoo'l District", the Library Eoard of
t.h. City of Minneapolis, a'public body corporate and"politic,
hereafte:' ca'l led "!*ibrery Board", the Park and Rqcreation Board
of the Ci:y of Hi nneapol i s, a pub'l i c body, c0rp0raie and pol i ti c,
hereinaf-,,er called the "Park Board', and the. County of Hennepin,
a Minnesota politi:al subdivision, hereafter called the "County".
THIS

AGREET'lEHT,

made and entered

HITHESSETH:

!he Eligible Parties, pursuant to Chapter 91, Laws
of Hinnesota for 1985r Ertered into an Agreement dated Dec. 30 r 1985
f or - the es t ab I i shrnent of i.,Youth Coordinating Board which by its
te:'ms terminates on December 31,. I990 .: and
the Participating Parties are desirous of ccntinu"IHEREAS,
ing and maintaining the Youth Coordina'r.ing Board wi thin thE Ci'uy
'illHER'EAS,

of Hinneapolis for a further term of apprgTirnately 5 ysars;
l{01{ THEREF0RE, the Ag reement .dated Dec. 30, 1985 is emended to
read as follows:

1

SECTIOH I
YOUTH

CO ORDIHATIHG

BOARD

esta.blished the
Estallishme.nt. There is hereb.y
,'inneapolis youth coordinating Board' (ttre 'Board'), whose memthe provi s i ons of
bership shal I be seldcted i, accordance rti th
to carry oui the purP0ses
th i s secti on and whose duti es shal 1 be
1.. 1

contained herein.

mbershio. The Board shall consist of the folJowing
ParticiPatrnembers: the chairperSon or presi ding of f i cer of eacJr
ing Party or such Other member of. the. respe ctive governing bodY
1

.2

!'1e

its
designatedbythegoverningbody.riththe' concurrence.of of
chairperson br'Presiding officer, and one addit.ional member
bodY
the city councii, school Board and county Bo ard (where such the
is one of the Participating Parties) to b e designat'ed bY nl'li
respecti ve governi ng b ody, togeiher wi th the l'layon' 'of
to the
neapol i s, onel of the Judges of Hennepin County assigned
Juvenile Court and designated by the Chief Judge of tne District
courtande!chofthechairPersonsoftheS.linneapolisde,legateto
the l,linnesota Houge of. Representatives and to the Hinnesota
desigSenate or such other mernber of the respective delegation
'
nated by the delegatlon with the concul?rence of its chair'
' f.i 9rii.."-.fhe Eoard inatt elect from amo-ng lts nembers a
ofchalrpersln;' a :'1.l9ia9lrlrperson,: a. secfct'ry1 lnd sucfn other
such
.-f icers as lt deems - nicessary'to ciiry orit lts purposes' All
their
officers shall-hold office for a term:of'one year and until An-ofduly elected successors have been selected by the Boaril'
t{o of f icer
f i c.er rnay serve only nhi le a nember'.-of the Board'ful l terms' A
shal l serve for nore than txo (2)..suicejslve
,...n., in an off.ice'shrlI be f llled'frorn theinernbership of the
'd6ard uy electton ior the rernllnder of the unexpired tern of such

z

.4 0uorum. 0ne-hal f of the board member.s shal I const I tute a
guorum. 0n al I rnatters other than budget, a vote of a oa jor I ty of
the members'Present at a meeting at rhich a quorum is present
sha'l I be suf f i si ent f or approval .
1.5 Hqetinos=.The Board shall f ix the time and. place for
regu'l ar mietings. The Chairperson shall have the polrer to call
sPeci aJ meeii ngs of the Board. The Board sha'l I hold a meeti ng at
year at which time officers shall be elected.
.least once a
I.6 CorrDense:ion and exDenses. The Board members sha'l I not
be e.ntitled to compensation incurred in attendi.ng meetings or
perf ormi ng other servi ces as a meiinber of the Board', but may be
reimbursed for actua'l expenses incurred as determined through
I

policies established by the Board.
. J.7 Fi nance offi cer, Th e Finance 0fficer of the City of t'linneapol i s shal'l be the finance officer of the Board,
1.9 Leeal Counse'l . The City Attorney of the City of itlinneapolis shall provi de I ega'l couns e'l to the Board. In the event
of a conf'l ict of i nterest or i f addi ti ona'l : 1ega1 sgrvi ces are req u i r e d, t he
Hennepin County Attorney shall be reguested to
prov i de s uch neces sary service.

SECTION

?

Purposes

t h e p u r p o s A o t t h a P a r t i c I p a + n g P a r 5L i o s
a
L
t h i A g r a e m a n t I n r F a t n g a Y o u t h c o 0 r d i n a t I n g B o a r d +L o 'l m
prove the"-abilitY.-of "public: agencies and services to promote the
,'. heal th, safety, education, and developnrent of the communitf ,s
"::: : youth and. to create ao organlzational structure to.inprove coor.,,...,-' ,"r' dination arnong the' agencies and services and- to accompl ish that
.i;,- obJective by strengttrenlni cooperation and providingl an lnfroved
--deins to ldentlfy and reoddy condlt{ons rhlch hlndir'or prevent
the cooarunl ty'i Jrouth froo becoraing healthy, productlve nenbers
. :of soc I cty.
?

I Purposes. I

a

L

1

s

L 1

3

SECT

I0l{

3.

Board Porers
3.'l Emoloyment. The BOard may emPloy employees, Permanent
and .temporary, as it ma.y require, and determine their qual i f ications, duties and comPensation3.? LocaI services. The Board may use the services of the

participating Parties, and each of the Participating Parties
agrees to provide and furni sh such services, staff assistance and
information in the possession of the Party as requested by the

.Board provided the request can reasonably be accommodated by the
Party.

3.3 Contracts. The tsoard .may' execute c0ntract: or instru.ments as necessar.y. Al I contracts and other i nstruments shal'l be
si gned on beha'l f of the tsoard by at I east two of f icers. No member
indirect'l y i nteror employee of. itre Board shal I be di rectly
ested in any c0ntract made by the tsoard w'ith third ?1.tties. In
making any contract for the sa'l e or purchase of..srppliE5,
materials, eiu'i pment or the rent,al thereof , or the c0nstructio..n,.
a'lteration, repair or maintenance'of rea'l'or personal proPerty,
the provision of the Uniform i{unicipal Contracting Laiv' Minn.
as i t
deems necessary; The. committees so appointed mly lnclude nonBoard members. "3.5 Exoenditiiris. The Board may: receive and exPend f unds
fron public and..pr.ivate sources for its purPoses' The Board may
accept gifts or grants of money or other property for the p-ur-

3.4 Commi ttees. The Board

may appo i nt' such : commi ttees

poses described herein.

'3.5 Liability
Insurance' The Board may'secure Pub'l ic
liability insurance, but.in such case may Self-lnsure uP to the
ainount of

-

the annual base budget.

'

The Board tray take all such other acttons
are*necessary or conYenient to Cairy ouLg fts Purposes.

3-7

Gener.?J,..=

4

as

SECTIOH 4

Financino

4.1 Fundino. 0per.atlng funds of the Board sha'l I be Provided
and furnished in each calendar .year co:nmencing'January J, 1991
and thereafter bY each of the Participating Parti es i n accordance
rith the following schedule:
City

.

'

$45,000
$45,000
i{ennepi n CountY
$45,000
School Di stri ct
Park Board
$ 1o ,0tIo
$5,000
L i br ary Bo ard
4,2 B ase Bi,dqet. ' Each year, the Board shal I Prepare an annual br,se budget for the ensuing calendar year I The budget shal I
show e5tinated expenses of operatlon and the amount to be.paid by
each of the Participating Parties,' to. be aPportioned among them
in the same ratio used for the operating funds as set-. torth in

Council

subsectlon 4.1 hereof. If a maJority.of the Eoard vote in' favor
of it and if those votin'9 in f avollnclude half"or more of the
representati ves of the P arti c i patl ng P art i es, the budget shal I be

deemei approved.
After the 6ase budget has' been approved' the Board shall
give rrltten notice to each of the ParticlPatlng Parties of the
.
'. ., amount owing by the Party. The funds. for such bldget sha1l be
-,i-::,,provided by thc P.rties ri.thln thlrty. (30) days of the urittcn

,;.'. ioiice.

,

:

siraii be obi i gated to tontribute to the base budget of the Bocrd
ln any year shall not excead the prior yerr's base. budget Paynent
by nore than slr (6) Perccnt.

PrePare and' provide
a supplementary budget tn tddltion to'the base budget.. Any fuodlng. gf the supplqnentary budget'shalI be-YoI.uniar.y and not
obllgator.y.up0n any of the-Pir-tles. Revenues and lncome fr-om
glfts"or grants and sources other than publlc'fund provlded under

4;3

Supoleme nt,erY BudEet. The .Board may

5

subsections 4.'l and 4.? hereof shall be al'located to the supplernentary budget.. The suPPlementary budg:t shall be apProved ln
the same manner as the base budget.
4.4 Int-.erest. An.y and al I interest accrued on moneys suPport t ng the aforemen t i oned base budget shal 1 . be transferred to
the F i nance 0ffi cer as reimbursement for servi ces rendered - Any
and. al I i nterest accrued ori reyenues and i ncome al I ocated to the
supplementary budget sha'l I be determined wi thi n ni nety (90) days
of the c'l ose of a cal endar year and re-apporti oned to the present
supplementary budget of the Board.
SECIIOI{.

5

Effect i ve Date ani Transition
5..l Effective 0ate. This A greement shal 1 be effecti ve es of
Apri'l l, lgg0 if agreed to by at Jeast f our (4) of the E'l i oible
. If an
Panti es and shal 1 supersede the Agreement dated
Eligib'le Party shal'l consent to be a party to this.Agieement
after the effective date hereof,. that Party shall thereafter have
representation on the Board as herein provided and sha'l'l make a
.. pro-rata payment on the base budget for the balance of the ct'l eir. dar yeir remaining, and for each calendar.year th!reafter in ac"

-..cordance

' ':."-'

.

.'--13 I ,

with this agreement.

.i

5.2 .Termination. This A greement sha'l I terminate on December
lgg5 unless terminated sooner upon written.agreement by at

It,-'l as tr6-thlrds of the Particigatlng Partles. Upon termlnatlon
::'.ri"iftfr' this Ag?eenent' all proPe.rty'of the Board shall be .sold and
the proceeds thereof, . together xith Boneys on. hand after payrne-nt
, of all obligations, shrl I be distrlbuted to. the Participating
.
Partles ln proportion to the total c o n t r I b u t i o n s 't o the Board
;
rnade by the Partlclpatlng Partles.
SECT I OT{ 5

Amendment

6.1 Amendment. Thls Agreement ma.y be amended by unanimous
consent of the Part,lcipating Partles.
o'

T

Parties have executed
llITHtss IIHEREOF, the ParticiPating
their signaand year affired- opposlte

Iil
this

agreement on

the daY

ture.
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DESCRIPTI

CE

0 F LEARNING

OF

SPONSOR/

ON

FUNDING/

PROGRAI,IS

AGE

COHME NTS

PREPARATION

PRE. AND POST-

FOR

NATAL HEALTH

scH00L

CARE

GES

3

O

Readily available but
teen mothers don't
use of it until third

of
tri

30f;

COI'II4UNITY CLINI

make

CONSORTI UM

mester.

5

C

with sliding scale fees,
publ icly funded PIL0T
CITY HEALTH CENTER,

I'II NNEAPOLIS HEALTH

DEPARTMENI cl inics,
INDIAN HEALTH BOARD
and HINNEAPOLIS SCH00LS'
hi gh schoo'l -based heal th

clinics.

l,lAY TO

GROI.I

to coordinate existing
services for ages 0 5

PIan

and supplement them with
home visits by community

aides for at-risk families.

c/pri vate management
structure being developed
Publ i

by

YOUTH C00RDINATING

and UNITED ['lAY's
Success by Six conrnittee
w'ith fundi ng for coordi nation being sought from
C i ty, State , Un i ted l{ay
and foundations to assure
B0ARD

startup in

PARENT I I.IG

Assortment of excel I ent
programs for parents

EDUSAT r 0N

who make

FAMILY/

the effort
to parti c i pate, i nc'l ud i ng
PROJECT S0L0 for si ng le

parents, MELD (MN E ar 1y
Learning Design) fo r peer
groups of parents o f
ch i'l dren pre-natal to

age three, ECFE (Ea rl v
Childhood and Famil v
Education) courses fo r
parents and childre n ages
2 5, pl us prescri be d

SURVIVAL SKILLS IHSTITUTE

program for families
diagnosed at-risk for

child

abuse.

Sources

of

1989.

funding:

MELD: UNITED I.IAY,

fees and foundations;
a program of

ECFE:

MINNEAPOLIS SCHOOLS i
SURVIVAL SKILLS:
government and

foundati on,

TAGE

F

SERVICE

DESCRIPTION

OF

LEARNING

PROGRAHS

sPoNs0R/
FUNDI NG/
COMI,IE NTS

AGE

SPECIAL
EDUCATI

ON

FOR

SPECIAL

NEEDS

Screening (available
but not required)
to identify children

Consortium of
couNTY, scH00ls
and I4INNEAP0LIS

who

HEALTH DEPARTI-IEHT

are

handicapped

beginning at birth,
wi th fol I ow-up
services depending
upon the diagnosis
of disabil ity

operates the 348-T0TS
hotl ine and coordinates
public services for

children with diagnosed

disabilities, such as
hearing or sight

deficiencies, Downs
syndrome, retardation or
behavi ora'l di sturbance
with publ ic and private
funding, PACER advocates

for parents of Spectal
Education students.

CHILD

CARE

Licensed family day
care and day care
centers

CITY dol I ars
aI I oca ted through
GREATE R l,l INI'IEAPOLIS DAY
CARE ASS0CIATION to fund

STATE and

"sJots" for working

parents or those
attending school in
"sel f-sufficiency"
wel fare reform prograrns

with top priority
assigned

to

shortage

of staff.

teen

parents; funds i ncreasi ng
but inadequate to cover
long waiting I ist
maintained by the COUNTY;
probl ems i ncl ude need for
rehabil itation of
facil iti es, I ow waEes,
rapid turnover and

TAGE

F

SERVICE

DES CR

OF

LEARNING

I PTI

SPONSOR/

ON

PROGRAI,IS

FUNDI NG/

AGE

COI'IME NTS

EARLY
CHI L DHOOD
EDUCATI ON

Developrnental I earni ng
programs for chil dren
ages 3 5, as

distingufshed from
ttday care"

Primary vendor:
nort serving
715 low-income children
wi th expanded l eve'l of
FEDERAL, STATE & CITY
funds, whil e
2,000-to-3,000 more are
el igible but not yet
HEAD START,

served.

r:

Secondary

vendo
I'IINNEAPOLIS
SCHOOLS, with two

pre-schoo'l education
centers for these partia'l
day programs; plus
assortment of programs

for limited number of
al popul ati ons such

speci

as URBAN COALITIOH's
SI4ART START program for

low-income children, and
private and parochial
pre-school s.

CH IL DREH
2007

Preparation of a 20-year
plan for Minneapolis

youth

Sponsored

by

YOUTH

COOROINATING BOARD

(elected official

represent i ng

s
pu b'l i c

agencies), with advisory

committees for various
age groups of youth. Now
devel opi ng
recommendations by end

initiated in

KINDERGARTEH

Program

B ENCHMARK

school-readiness
competencies of all
children completing
kindergarten in the

TESTING

to test

I.II NNEAPOLIS PUB LI

C

1983

S CHOOLS

of

to achieve recent
statement of vision.
Problem of finding
adequate fundi ng for the
1988

SCHOOLS' speci al

remediation programs for
those who do not achieve
minimum basic skills
competency in the
benchmark test.

SERVICE

TAGE

F

DESCR I PTI ON

OF

LEARNING

sPoNS0R/
FUNDI NG/

PROGRA}4S

AGE

ASI

COHHE NTS

INDIV I DUALIZED

C

KILLS

EDUCATION

EARH I NG

PLANS

GES

6

Program to develop IEPs
for al I ch i'l dren i n spec i al
education programsr with
speci a'l remedi ati on as
needed

13

Problem of securing
adequate publ ic funding

for MINNEAP0LIS SCH00LS
to implement IEPS and to
extend them to cover
at-risk children without

specific, diagnosed
di sabi 1 i ti es i prob] em of
keeping up records

and

service for famil ies who
may move ? or 3 times a
year.
SCHOOL.AGE
CHI

LD

CARE

"LATCHKEYo programs

to provi de before and
after school chi'ld care
for el ementary school
chi I dren

Primary vendor:
IIIINNEAPOLIS SCHOOLS.

charges full cost of
service and has reduced
capacity for enrol lment;

It

MINNEAP0LIS PARK B0ARD is
i ni ti ating after-school
program to be covered by

fees

p'l

us foundati on

fund i ng, but need is much
greater han servi ce.

t

0ver L /? of chil dren of
working p are nts are on
the i

K-l2

IN

CURRI CULUI4

HUMAN SEXUAL.
ITY/ DECIS I ONMAKI NG/FAHI LY
EDU CAT I ON

r

own after school

.

Curricul um encouraging

Advocated by broad-based

BOARD OF EDUCATION

PREGNANCY AND

responsi bI e deci si on-maki ng ;
approved by STATE

but more in-service

training of teaching staff
needed

to

implement

it

affil iates of MAY0R
FRASER's ADOLESCENT

PARENTING PR0JECT and

assisted by specific
projects conducted by

u.s.

HEST, the JUNI0R
LEAGUE, the CHILDREN'S
HOME SOCIETY, thE
HINHEAPOLIS POLICE
DEPART!'IENT, and re'l i gi ous
organ i za ti ons .

STAGE

SERVI

DESCRIPTI

CE

OF LEARNING

OF

sPoNs0R/
FUNDI N G/

ON

PROGRAI4S

AGE

COHHENTS

K-Tz

CAREER

EDUCATION

Exposure

to

vocationa'l

Sponsored by

opti ons, and trai ni ng i n
work habi ts/skiI I s
encouraged by state and
local curriculum advisors

but

MUCH

teaching

bus

i ness

DEPARTMENI OF EDUCATION

staff

ement i t,

through its new report
on l,lork Readi ness.

needed
a s we] l

as i nteraction wfth the
conrnun

i

ty

SCI.trOOLS'

Vocati onal Educati on
Department i supported by
advocacy of MINNESOTA

more education

of
to

i mpl

MINNEAPOLIS

to

provide "action Iearning."
Shrinking supply of summer
recreation/service or
education programs,
a'l thou gh commun i cati on
about avail able offerings

SUT-,IMER

PROGRAMS

Coordi nati on by

Y0UTH

C00RDINATING B0ARD and

UNITED tlAY

tion about

i

of

cormunica-

summer

programs trad i ti onal
5CH00L operated
by t'IINNEAP0LIS SCHOOLS
has been abandoned
because of 'lack of

has been expanded each
year since "Summer '86.u

5U[-'IMER

funds. Research shows

summer

education of

at-risk youth
si gni ficantly

reduces

falloff.
Sponsors of individual
programs for e1 ementary
academic

Extensive programs to
provide tutoring and
mentoring for el ementary

TUTORI NG/
MENTORI NG

chi'l dren include

children accessed through
the BUDDY SYSTEI4 (trtAYoR's)

COUNTY,

I'IINNEAPOLIS SCHOOLS, and

and nei ghborhood

organizations. Prtmary
problem: lack of adult

0FFrcE)

vol unteers .
RECREATION AND
LEAOERSHI

P

DEVELOPI,IENT

Programs such as Gi rl and
Boys Scouts, Boys and Gi rl
Cl ubs, Yl,lCA and Yl,lCA are
I oca ted i n a'l I parts of
the city.

s

Funded by UNITED lilAY
and private sector.
Di fficul ty i n finding
volunteer leaders but

adapting
chan ge.

to demographic

SERV

AGE

F

I

CE

LEARNING

DESCRIPTION

sPoNs0R/

OF

FUNDI NG/

PROGRAMS

COI,IHENTS

AGE

POST-SECONOARY

INVESTI,IENT FUND

of school-age
children in Minnesota can
participate in investment
fund for child's future
Parents

ege education; sI idi ng
fee; ome matching dollars;
mo nth'ly pa;ment.
co1

1

Sponsored by BLANDIN
FOUNDATI0N (Grand
Rapi ds, MN) i cal 1 ed

PAREMI EDUCATION FUND.
Now being developed.

Fund-raising to
support fund needed.
Outreach

to parents

needed.
PARENT

INVOLVEI4ENT

COI4HUNITY

URTHER
EV

ELOPHENT

GES

13

SERVICE

15

Programs to move children
around to achi eve desegregation have also distanced
parents from i nvol vement
in school programs;
excel I ent programs to
encourage more parent
i nvol vement have been cut
because of the school
di stri ct' s 1 imi ted budget.

Requirement of Civic
Education, supplemented by
community service,
sponsored by "FRESH
FORCE.

N

Programs of I,IINNEAP0LIS
SCHOOLS. New strategies
are needed and are being

considered by

FA!4ILY

AND CHILDREH'S SERVICES,
CCPE

,

and other organiza-

ti on s to i ncrease parent
i nvo Ivement

affa i rs.

in

school

coordinated by the

with financial

YMCA,

support
from PILLSBURY and the
UNITED I,IAY, FRISH

organizes youth

FORCE

in all of

the junior high schools

to

develop and implement
community service
projects, but needs more
school, community and
peer recognition to
involve more students.
DROPOUT
PREV ENT I ON

Encouraged by an
interagency team

of

state
and local representatives,
a I'lN dropout preventi on
plan has been developed,
even while local district
resources to suPPort

better tracking of and
early intervention for
individual students has
diminished.

Advocacy is growing
for implementation of

local strategy to

prevent dropping out,
which typically is
preceded by truancy
before the end of
junior high school.

a

SERV

GE

I

CE

LEARII ING

DESCRI PTI ON

5PoNS0R/

OF

FUHDI NG/

PROGRAI,IS

c0t-.tME NTS

AGE

P

REPARAT I ON

OF MINORITIES
FOR

POST.SECONDARY
EDUCAT I ON

The MIHORITIES IN

NE!'l

DIRECTIoNS (l.ttUo)

program identifies 7th
grade minorities who should
consi der post-secondarY
education and p1 ans to
provide special suPPort
for them through grade 12

Initiated in

1987 and
and sponsored by the
UHIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
through fundi ng by
SUPER-VALU, groups of

students in every junior
high school are
participating in

activities supplemental
to their usual classroom

ties. Currently
serves one-fourth of

activi

minorities in 7th and 8th
grades.

ACTIV ITY/
FRI ENDSHI P
PROGRAI,IS

During the junior high
school devel opmental Years,
adolescents make imPortant
choices affecting their

future, often with the
consultation of only their
peers; involvement with

older role models is
especial

during

ALTERHATIVE

ADING

S CHOOLS

OI.JARD

II GH SCHOOL
iRADUAT I ON

,GES

15

18

ly

imPortant

this

period.

I'lany non-prof i ts

including the Ys,'

AND GIRLS CLUBS,
SYSTEI.I

members,

B0Ys

BUDDY

etc.,

provide acti vity/
friendship programs
for this age group; but'
in general, the level
of adult invoJvement is

not sufficient for the
numbers of potential
parti ci pants .

Several alternative schools Per-puPi1 funding does
are available in l.linneapolis not support counseling
for indiv'idual students
for students who do not
and families regarding
prefer the traditional
these choiceshigh school setting.
t'IINNEAPOLIS SCH00LS

Provides
an al ternati ve }l0RK 0PP0RTUNITY CENTER and a
Pl,l HI GH S CH00L

; it

al so

provides additional curriculum
choices for senior high school
students.

AGE

SERV

I CE

LEARN I NG

ON

SPONSOR/

PROGRAI'IS

FUNDI NG/
C0t'll,lENTS

DES CRI

OF

PTI

AGE

I NDIV I DUAL IZED
EDUCATION
PLANS

ADOLES CE NT
PREGNANCY
AND

PARENTING

Although the benchmark Funding of a system
testi ng program proceeds for case management
througfr tte-K-12 system, and tracking is needed.
speci a'l hel P, case management,
remediation Programs and
tracking of IEPs currentlY
inadequate for needs of net{entry students or at-risk Youth
HEALTH CLINICS

have

been

Programs confrontlng

set up in 5 of the 7 high the issues of adolescent
schools through the t'tAYoR's sexuality, for both males
AoOr-ESCEHT PREGNANCY and females, are needed'
AND PARENTING Program;
chi'ld care has been exPanded
aI I ow teen Parents to

to

conti nue school ; and the
OPTI0NS program is one of
several which encourages workstudy for teen Parents.
However, the rate of 15-17 Year
olds bearing and keePing children
has increased.

CHEI4I CAL
AB USE

Drug educati on Programs
operate, beginning in the
el ementary school Years;
however, the admitted use
adol escents of drugs and
alcohol is increasing

Programs sPonsored

bY

I'IINNEAPOLIS SCHOOLS,
federal
and funded wi

th

bY

and foundation dol I ars'
with helP from
I'IINHEAPOLIS POLI CE.

comprehensi

A

ve strategY

with funding to

reduce
chemical abuse is needed.

GE

SERVI

CE

ON

sPoNs0R/

PROGRAMS

FUNDI NG/
c0t'lt'lE NTS

DES CRI

OF

LEARN I NG

PTI

GE

LEARN I NG

TO

I,IOR K

A deliberate course in
job skil 1 s preparati on
initiated this year on
pi'l ot basis in three

Al
a

IIIINNEAPOLIS HI GH SCHOOLS ;

emphasis on expectations

of

oyers; work
attitudes; vartety of
work opportunities.
empl

though most students

are employed Part-time
during high school, and
school curricul um
includes some study

of specific vocational
skilJs, this net{
course meets an unmet
need. A strategy of
interaction with the
ernpl

oyer

commun i

tY

'
teachers
in the develoPment of
work readiness skills and
expansion of the iob
skills program should be

training of

all

devel oped.
SUI'IF.IER JOBS

ThE I'IINNEAPOLIS
E!4PLOYI'IENT AND

TRAIN ING

PROGRAM

(City of l4inneapolis)
funds 10-week iob sl ots
in private and non-Profit
organizations with steadilY
decl ining federal funds

for low-income youth
(down from 1,500 in early
'80s to 800 now) , with
i nformati on campai gn i n
school s to reach out for

Requi rement that students
who haven't achieved
competency level must
attend school remediation
programs part-time as a
condi ti on for summer iob

program. 0thers:

B0ARD) and business

programs. I'lore
jobs needed.

summer

students from age 14.

I.IORK.STUDY
PROGRAI'IS

HINNEAPOLIS

SCHOOLS

Vocational Education staff
assisted by JoBS oFFICE
o

f

0F

t'll NNEAP0LIS
C0l.ll,lERCE

CHAl,tts

ER

find Part-time

TEEN

TEA!4r,t0RKS ( PARK

MOTE COOTdiNAtiON

of

work experience

related to

school
experi ence needed.

jobs allied to vocational
interests during the school Year
for some Hork-studY students '
but most students fi nd otln
part-time iobs.

AGE
LEARN I NG

SERVI

CE

DES

CRIPTI

OF

PROGRAI'IS

sPoNs0R/

ON

FUNDI HG/
COIqHE HTS

AGE

I,IET{IORING/
INTERf.ISHI PS

Career mentoring along with Ongoing efforts to
summer job placement provided find business funding

INTERNSHIP PR0GRAII of
by

YOUTH l,l0RK

for these internship

Programs.

MINNEAPOLIS CHAHBER

OF COI4I.IERCE,

CAREER

BEGINNINGS PR0GRAI,|

others), and

(U

of M &

BUSINESS

ty ) programs ,
assi sted i n recrui tment of
business partners through
PARTHERS ( Ci

the

ITION
!.10 R

H0RK/SCH00L
PLACEMENIS

K

FURTHER

UCATION

18

?L

BUD0Y SYSTEI'I

school graduates are
assisted by school counselors
through appl ication process
for post-secondary school s,
but no coordi nated Program
for seeki ng iob pl acements
for those not going on to
post-secondary educati on .

Hi gh

STATE JOBS SERVICE

d provide accessi bI e
service to graduating
high schooJ students.
shoul

Agency

is considering

increase from its
present two placement
counselors Iocated in
Minneapol

TRAHS

ITI

ONAL

TRANS IT

I0NAL tl0RK

P PROGRAI4
(TtlI P) pl aces out-of-work
low-income high school grads
I NTERNSHI

hloR K

I NTE RNS HI

The

P

GED students in closely
supervised City/County iobs
for six-month internshiPs to
build experiencei then seeks
private sector iob

or

pl acements.

FINANCIAL
ASS I STANCE
FOR

POST.SECONDARY
EDUCATI ON

is

0perated by

hi gh school s.

I'IINNEAPOLIS

EI'IPLOYI4ENT AND
TRAINING PROGRAI'I

(Ctty of

t4inneapol

is).

City/County funds supp'l ement I'lc Kn i gh Founda t i on

t

support, with goal of
gradual 'increase in
public funding after
pi 1 ot.

MINNESOTA I'IINORITY
PELL GRANTS (U.S.), some
'loans
avai I - EDUCATION PARTNER
schol arshi ps and
SHIP studying issue.
able for very 1ow-income

youth. Special assistance
available for very good
schol ars.

Coordinated effort needed
to guarantee financial
a ssi stance for I4PLS hi gh
schoo'l grads seeking
post-secondary educati on.

GE

SERVI

CE

DESCRIPTI

OF

LEARH I NG

ON

PROGRAI4S

sP0r-ls0R/
FUNDI NG/

C0rll,lENTS

bE,

LONGITUDI NAL

STUDIES OF
I4PLS YOUTH

Seniors asked about
intentions for Year after
graduation, and
fol l ov{-up survey
sent sut one Year later.

Studies funded bY
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION.

for longer term
follow-up and for
tracking of droP-outs.

Heed

